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SiTime MEMS Oscillators
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Micro Electro-Mechanical Systems (MEMS) incorporate
nanotechnology in the electro-mechanics. Miniaturized me-
chanical and electro-mechanical elements under the control
of integrated microelectronics are encapsulated into a small
vacuum chamber forming complete systems � that is the
definition of MEMS. A number of functional elements, like
sensors, actuators can be realized as MEMS transducers,
devices that convert energy from one form to another. In the
case of micro-sensors, the device converts a measured me-
chanical signal into an electrical signal. The possibilities pro-
vided by the MEMS technology by means of downsizing,
cost effectiveness of the applied production methods open
new areas of usage. One of these areas is the timing with
MEMS based resonators that are tiny structures vibrating at
high frequencies. This article will give overview through lead-
ing manufacturer SiTime�s devices and technologies.

Traditional resonators and oscillators
A resonator is such a device that oscillates at some fre-

quencies, called its resonant frequencies, with greater am-
plitude than at others. These oscillations can be either elec-
tromagnetic or mechanical kind by generating waves or se-
lect specific frequencies from a signal. The widely used tra-
ditional crystal oscillators use the mechanical resonance of
a vibrating crystal of piezoelectric material to create an elec-
trical signal with a very precise frequency, which is used as
a clock signal for microprocessors or for stabilizing signals
for radio frequency systems.

Quartz crystals are manufactured for frequencies from ki-
lohertz to megahertz range. Clocking of digital electronics
circuits was not complicated, usually taking a Pierce oscilla-
tor driven by the piezoelectric quartz crystal resonator pro-
vided an oscillating signal, that - after filtering a dividing down
- was usable for most of the timing tasks. There are also
oscillators, which use piezoelectric ceramic resonators in-
side instead of quartz crystal.

Traditional quartz oscillators require custom machinery to
cut, grind, and plate the resonator crystal, and the manufac-
turers are experts in handling them in order to achieve the
required frequency and provide its stability for 20 years.

However usually they do not have the expertise in analog
electronics, the have to buy the analog die. If the devices
are bought from outside vendors, a lot of extra cost could
come up in order to achieve high quality levels. The com-
plexity of the manufacturing process of the oscillators re-
sults a higher investment, higher manufacturing costs, long-
er lead times, and more quality issues. On the other hand
semiconductor-clock manufacturers did not have the expe-
rience in the special way of packaging the quartz crystals
that require vacuum-sealed ceramic packaging in order to
reserve high Q factor. Keeping the two separate packages
for the resonator and the analog electronics had bad effect
on the market expectation of miniaturization.

MEMS resonators - SiTime
For the past several decades, quartz-crystal based oscil-

lators, clock generators and resonators were the primary
reference timing components in electronics, since there
were no real alternatives. Recently a new technology rose
up, offering the first devices where the MEMS structures are
built in the same package with the analog circuitry. MEMS
resonators are connected to the MEMS-specific circuit
blocks on the analog IC and are driven through electrostatic
excitation. A MEMS bias generator is used to bias the elec-
trostatic transducers that are built in the MEMS die. The
resonator sustaining circuit brings the resonator into me-
chanical oscillation that is sensed, and the analog oscillator
die can provide multiple clock outputs from a single, com-
pact semiconductor package.

 SiTime, an analog semiconductor company, whose
MEMS technology has roots in Bosch and Stanford Univer-
sity, offers solutions that are replacing traditional quartz-
crystal based oscillator products by offering higher perfor-
mance and reliability at a lower cost. SiTime has introduced
a combo chip solution that stacks the MEMS structure on
top of standard CMOS dice to supply all their timing signals.
A key advantage is the ability of the MEMS chip to set up as
factory default several clock frequencies on a single chip.
The combined MEMS-CMOS solution offers significant ben-
efits such as smaller footprint and less complex chips. Their
products are supported by factory programmability and offer
drop-in replacements for quartz oscillators without any de-
sign changes. The programmable architecture enables flex-
ible product design and fast lead-times, offering in the same
time downsizing, with up to 85% space reduction. Designers
may also order Time Machine II programmer to program
SiTime oscillators in their own facility to quickly develop pro-
totypes. SiTime combined the MEMS and analog electron-
ics on a single die, therefore no need to package the reso-
nator and the analog electronics separately.

As seen on the figure, the device provides temperature
compensation - to minimize the frequency drift as tempera-
ture changes- , output drivers and one-time programmable
memory. SiTime has been able to design kilohertz devices
with jitter as low as 500 fs, stability as low as 0.1 ppm, and
very low (700 nA) power consumption. Programmable pa-
rameters include e.g. rise and fall times to reduce EMI, im-
prove jitter, or drive any kind of loads; frequency to six deci-
mals of accuracy; and stability, temperature, and signaling
level (LVPECL or LVDS).

Benefits of MEMS resonators vs. con-
ventional crystal oscillators

The biggest enemy of MEMS oscillators is moisture, which
can condense on the tiny resonator during operation, caus-
ing changing its frequency. The "MEMS-first" process solves
that problem by sealing the MEMS cavity in silicon at ex-
tremely high temperatures, making it impossible for mois-
ture or stray gases to be sealed in. "MEMS-last" process
technique waits until the very last step to put a glass cap on
a wafer at relatively low temperatures. Bosch and SiTime
are considered to be the only two MEMS fabricators using
the MEMS-first approach.

Till today, the strongest argument to stay with conven-
tional quartz resonators was their low price and predict-
able temperature stability Without built-in temperature
compensation MEMS resonators may have 30 ppm/ °C fre-
quency stability variation, which is in fact 4000 ppm over
the whole operational temperature range of -40 � 85°C,
but temperature compensation in the analog electronics

reduces this to 0.1 ppm, while conventional quartzes usu-
ally achieve 0,4 ppm/° C. The SiTime TempFlat MEMS de-
vices used to be the first MEMS resonators that natively
outperform quartz resonators without temperature compen-
sation circuitry, but for other MEMS systems compensation
circuit on the analog die is a must have feature.

Customers can order any combination of frequencies, volt-
ages and frequency stabilities (PPM) in a range of industry-
standard packages. SiTime oscillators offer any frequency
within the operating range with up to 6 decimal places of
accuracy. With custom frequencies, designers can increase
system performance (microprocessor / FPGA applications)
and reduce bit error rates (Ethernet applications).

Because the devices are made with standard CMOS sili-
con techniques, they are easier and heaper to manufacture
than crystal oscillators, that require special producing and
packaging techniques. As the manufacturing process in-
volves fewer participants, the costs are minimized, as well
as the time to first sample. Customer benefits not only from
the lower price, but also the lower lead-time makes it possi-
ble to reduce the investment costs. As MEMS devices offer
more features (e.g. programmability), design costs are also
less. As reliability is higher, the end product will be of a high
brand value.

SiTime's MEMS-based silicon timing product portfolio of-
fers solutions for a wide range of applications. As drop-in
replacements for quartz devices, SiTime's oscillators and
clock generators are successfully replacing the quartz tim-
ing to silicon-based products. Further technical information
as well as samples could be requested at the author
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The world�s leading trade fair for electronics develop-

ment and production productronica 2019 will be held

from November 12 to 15, 2019 in Messe Muenchen. The

main topics of this year�s edition of the industry platform

are Smart Factory and Smart Maintenance. The show is

held biannually, co-located with SEMICON Europa.

�Being the world�s leading international trade fair for

electronics development and production, productronica

2019 has many new things to offer to its exhibitors and

visitors. At productronica, you will find everything that is

relevant for the electronics industry: the spectrum rang-

es from PCB & EMS to SMT, cables, coils & hybrid to

semiconductors and future markets, plus overall produc-

tion support�, the show organizers disclosed.

�As a result of the increasing digitization, the linking of

Smart Factory and Smart Maintenance is becoming tight-

er and tighter: because only with smart maintenance can

Industry 4.0 be efficiently advanced. Reason enough to

make these two aspects the trend topics of this year�s

productronica�, Messe Muenchen further revealed.

Topics and statistics
This year�s exhibition product groups include: predictive

maintenance, condition monitoring, tribology, consulting,

tpm (total productive maintenance), retrofit, thermography,

asset management, mobile maintenance, inspection and

maintenance, smart factory services, remote services, in-

dustrial services, data analytics, maintenance concepts

and methods, computerized maintenance management

systems (cmms), augmented reality, etc.

The previous edition of the trade fair welcomed 1560

exhibitors from 43 countries and 44 987 visitors from 96

countries. It took place on 88 000 m2 of exhibition space.

There were approx. 3400 forum attendees. 58% of the

guests were international visitors, 46% of the exhibitors

from abroad, 77% of the visitors had decision-making

productronica 2019 focuses smart factories
and smart maintenance

authority, organizers announce, counting the statistical

figures for both productronica 2017 and SEMICON Eu-

ropa 2017.

Exhibitors and visitors
The exhibitor companies at productronica can be clas-

sified into the following cluster groups:
l Future Markets Cluster: IT to Production, Industry 4.0,

technologies for batteries and electrical energy stor-

age, organic and printed electronics, 3D printing.
l PCB & EMS Cluster: PCB and other circuit carrier man-

ufacturing, electronic manufacturing services (EMS).
l SMT Cluster: Component mount technology, solder-

ing technology, test and measurement / quality assur-

ance, product finishing, production subsystems, pro-

duction logistics and material-flow technology.
l Cables, Coils & Hybrids Cluster: Manufacturing tech-

nologies for cables processing and connectors, coil

ware production and hybrid component manufacturing.
l Semiconductors Cluster: Semiconductor manufactur-

ing, display manufacturing, LEDs and discrete devic-

es, photovoltaics manufacturing, micro- / nano-produc-

tion, clean room, technology, materials processing.

The visitors of productronica come from the following

sectors: industrial electronics manufacturing; automotive

electronics manufacturing; communication and consum-

er electronics; medical electronics manufacturing; mili-

tary electronics manufacturing; semiconductor manufac-

turing; PCB manufacturing; electrical engineering; preci-

sion mechanics and optics; micro-/ nano-production; bat-

tery-/ energy-storage manufacturing; machine / equip-

ment manufacturing; measuring, control and automation

technology; aviation / aerospace industry; automobile /

vehicle manufacturing; metal industry, paper and print-

ing industry, chemicals industry, etc.

Supporting program
The main topics of the supporting program are tech-

nologies, trends, markets and solutions. �Exhibitors, part-

ners, international associations and media representa-

tives are actively involved in the exchange of knowledge

and showcase their innovations and visions during spe-

cial presentations�, Messe Muenchen announced.

The live demonstrations section will include the follow-

ing elements: a 3D-AOI Arena, a CFX Demo Line, a

Cleanroom, Factory One, a IPC Hand Soldering Com-

petition and a Smart Maintenance Pavilion, organizers

also disclosed.

Òhis year�s edition of Europe�s trade fair for electronics

design and manufacturing innovations and applications

SEMICON Europa will take place from 12 to 15 Novem-

ber, 2019 in Munich, Germany. The international forum

will highlight smart technologies and the talent vital to

continuing industry growth. The show will be traditionally

co-located with productronica.

SEMICON Europa will highlight challenges and oppor-

tunities in smart segments such as automotive, medtech,

manufacturing and fab management including MEMS

and sensors. Europe�s research and development hubs,

chipmakers, and materials and equipment companies

are strategically positioned in the global electronics val-

ue chain to shape the development and growth of smart

applications.

�Collaboration and investments in key Smart application

segments, including medtech and automotive where Eu-

rope plays a central role, are crucial to continuing innova-

tion by the European semiconductor industry. SEMICON

Europa is the premier platform in Europe for gathering key

players across the value chain for the collaboration critical

to exploiting opportunities in Smart application develop-

ment�, said Laith Altimime, president of SEMI Europe.

SEMICON Europa highlights challenges and
opportunities in smart segments

This year’s highlights
To strengthen Europe�s strategic leadership and in-

spire the development of new products and technolo-

gies, SEMI this year formed partnerships with imec,

CEA-Leti and Fraunhofer, three of the world�s top tech-

nology research and innovation centres. Europe re-

ceived additional support from Bosch, Infineon and Intel

Ireland. For the first time in decades, all three European

chipmakers invested heavily in new 300 mm wafer fabs

to help fuel the digital economy.

�SEMICON Europa attracts a highly influential audi-

ence from every segment and sector of the European

microelectronics industries including semiconductors,

LEDs, MEMS, printed/ organic/ flexible, and other adja-

cent markets. Exhibitor and attendees meet to enact

change and address industry-shaping trends. After a

successful SEMICON Europa 2018, we now look for-

ward to welcoming you in Munich at SEMICON Europa

2019�, the event organizers shared.

United platform
�This year SEMICON Europa will be co-located with

productronica creating the strongest single event for

electronics manufacturing in Europe, and broadening the

range of attendees across the electronics chain. SEMI-

CON Europa events will expand attendee opportunities

to exchange ideas and promote technological progress

featuring the most advanced and innovative electronics

manufacturing in Europe. SEMICON Europa connects

the breadth of the entire electronics supply chain�, orga-

nizers announced.

SEMICON Europa visitors will have the unique oppor-

tunity to connect to a vital market and companies driving

innovation in electronics. The accompanying program

will include various technical sessions, conferences, the

attractive TechARENA and TechLOUNGE, and execu-

tive networking events.

Photos: Messe Muenchen

Photo: SEMI Europe
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Self-protecting PTC brake resistors are often used for frequency inverters in

the low power range as well as for servo controllers. Currently, there are very

few manufacturers of these special brake resistors for these applications. The

RXLG-PTC series from Krah means new options with the required dielectric

strength are now available in the power range from 35 to 140W. The RXLG-PTC

series is a group of PTC brake resistors for smaller frequency converters and

servo controllers. Krah has developed them together with well-known suppliers

from the PTC industry and thus offers design engineers a wider range of compo-

nents with the required dielectric strength.

The RXLG-PTC resistors are available for rated loads of 35, 70, 105 and

140W. The resistance value when cold is 350Ω for the 35W type. At higher

rated power, the resistance value of this type decreases to 175Ω (70W), 120Ω

(105W) or 90Ω (140W). As is typical for PTC, the resistance tolerance is ± 35%

and the breakdown voltage is only reached at 1100VDC. The new resistors are

assembly compatible with existing systems.

To ensure the PTC resistors can consume as much energy as possible with-

out being damaged, they are made of polycrystalline titanate ceramics. Ceramic

as such is not conductive, but if it is specifically doped with foreign atoms, it has

the properties of a PTC thermistor with a positive temperature coefficient. The

resistance value of these ceramic bodies increases as the temperature rises.

Above a certain temperature the resistance value increases almost exponential-

ly. The resistors then no longer consume any more power, thus protecting them-

selves from overloading. The transition temperature of the RXLG-PTC resistors

is roughly 140°C.

Optimized cooling
The focus of development was not solely on the optimum doping of the ceram-

ics. Krah also developed the one-piece aluminum profile body in-house to en-

sure the real needs of industry are met. Both contribute to the improved perfor-

mance of the RXLG PTC series compared to existing systems. The compact

design enables a reinforced mounting base without exceeding an overall height

of 11mm. The 98 x 34mm mounting base (for the 35W model) and the cooling

profile allow the resistor ceramic to dissipate heat particularly well. Depending

on the heatsink used, a further increase in performance is possible. This results

in a wide power range and an array of application options for the RXLG-PTC

resistors.

The resistors meet the requirements of Underwriters Laboratories and bear

the UL Recognized Component Mark. They can therefore be used in products

and systems that demand the UL quality mark and are available at

www.Rutronik24.com.

Brake Resistors
in Frequency

Converter Applications
Krah adds dynamism to the PTC market with the

new RXLG PTC series

Roger Renfordt, Krah
Bert Weiss, Rutronik
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The dawn of Industry 4.0 has seen factories become

far more automated with remote manufacturing and con-

trol concepts. While this brings many benefits in terms of

business efficiency it also exposes some very expen-

sive assets to the risk of unwanted access. And it is not

just the high capital value of the machinery that�s being

put at risk, but also the amount of corporate revenue

from the goods that are produced through the factory at

a given time could be compromised as well.

If, as is common, the factory is connected to a public or

private cloud, then there are inherent security risks. This

happens as soon as a smart factory is exposed to a net-

work, such as an offsite data centre for example. The

challenge is to keep the elasticity benefits of the smart

connected factory and to keep up with scaling security

across the various networks.

A good starting point is to determine whether the solu-

tion will use a wired, wireless or combination solution.

From there, it is recommended to use connectivity tech-

nology that has standard protocols, such as Wi-Fi, Blue-

tooth or Ethernet, to name the most well known in the

industrial segment. Usage of standard practices for se-

curity lowers the risk of the connections being compro-

mised. It sometimes goes against the historical habits of

the industrial segment which is keen on proprietary solu-

tions. The infrastructure needs to be built to last over

many years. While many networks have some propri-

etary protocols, these should be confined for in-house

use and not for external connections.

One of the problems though is that even the most high-

ly-qualified embedded engineers have limited knowl-

edge when it comes to IT security concepts. They are

not IT security experts and that knowledge gap hinders

them from being able to create a robust and secure IoT

infrastructure. As soon as the connection is made from

the factory to the cloud, the engineers are suddenly

thrust into the world of Amazon Web Services (AWS),

Google, Microsoft Azure and so on and will quickly find

that they need help from IT experts to handle the wide

range security threats that they are now up against.

For hackers, one of the main targets is to leverage a

single point of access to obtain remote access to a large

amount of systems. Remote attacks can create large-

scale damage as a recent onslaught of attacks, such as

the Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) attack has

shown. For an IoT network, the weakest point is usually

the hardware and its user at the end node as the engi-

neers looking after this normally lack the IT knowledge

to deal with the problem.

This is changing. Companies such as Microchip Tech-

nology see it as part of their mission to fill this gap by

educating engineers on what an end-to-end secure in-

frastructure should look like. Additionally, big cloud com-

panies such as AWS, Google and Microsoft are impor-

tant sources of expertise. The big lesson is not to ne-

glect security or avoid considering it as an add-on after

an IoT network has been designed. By that point, it�s

already too late. Security is something that needs to be

strategically implemented from the start of any IoT de-

sign. Security begins in hardware and is not something

that can simply be added on as an afterthought or sup-

plemented in software.

Authentication
The most important piece of the security puzzle is au-

thentication. A system designer must start with the con-

cept that every node connected to a network needs to

Ensuring security when connecting industrial
embedded systems to the cloud

Xavier Bignalet,
Microchip Technology

have a unique, protected and trusted identity. Knowing if

someone on the network is who they say they are and if

they can be trusted is paramount. In order to do this,

traditional usage of TLS 1.2 and mutual authentication

needs to occur between a server and an IoT end node.

This is done using information that both parties trust - a

certificate authority.

However, this only works if the trust issued from the

certification authority is protected all the way from the

start of the project, through manufacturing and once the

system is deployed in the smart factory. The private key,

which is used to acknowledge the authenticity of the IoT

end node must be secure and protected. Today, a weak

yet common implementation method used for this is to

store the private key within a microcontroller in the clear

of a flash memory where it may be exposed to software

manipulations. However, anyone can access and look

at this memory zone, control it and then obtain the pri-

vate key. This is a flawed implementation and gives de-

signers a false sense of security. This is where the dam-

age and major problems happen.

Secure element
For a secure solution, the key and other critical cre-

dentials need to not only be removed from the microcon-

troller but also isolated from the microcontroller and from

any software exposure. This is where the concept of a

secure element comes into play. The idea behind se-

cure elements is to essentially provide a safe haven in

which to store and protect the key, where no one can

access it. Commands from the CryptoAuthLib library al-

low it to send the appropriate challenges/responses from

the microcontroller to the secure element in order to val-

idate the authentication. At no point in the product devel-

opment process and its lifecycle is the private key ex-

posed nor does it ever leave the secure element. Thus,

an end-to-end chain of trust can be established.

The secure elements are stand-alone CryptoAuthenti-

cation Integrated Circuits (ICs) that can be thought of as

the safes where companies can place their secrets. In

this case, they hold the private keys needed for IoT au-

thentication.

Provisioning the keys
A second important concept is how the private keys

and other credentials are provisioned from the customer

into the CryptoAuthentication device. To do this, Micro-

chip provides a platform through which the customer can

create and securely arrange programming of their se-

crets during manufacturing of ICs without exposure to

anyone, including Microchip personnel. Microchip then

manufactures the secure element in its facilities and only

just before it leaves these secured common criteria cer-

tified facilities is it provisioned and sent to the end user.

When customers open AWS IoT accounts, they bring

the customer certificates that Microchip created in their

behalf using the Use Your Own Certificate function from

AWS. Then, they use the AWS IoT function called just-

in-time registration (JITR) to perform a bulk upload of

the device-level certificates stored and provisioned in the

secure elements to the AWS IoT user�s account. The

customer-level certificate can now verify the device-lev-

el certificate and the chain of trust is now complete. This

function is what enables true enterprise IoT scalability

with security in mind. There can be many thousands of

certificates that can be handled using the just-in-time

registration (JITR) process. They can be handled in bulk,

rather than one at a time, with no intervention from the

user. Instead of having to manually load certificates from

the associated devices to a cloud account and expose

them to third parties, users can now arrange to register

new device certificates automatically as part of the initial

communications between the device and AWS IoT, all

without compromising security.

Get started with the upgraded
AT88CKECC-AWS-XSTK-B kit

On board the Zero Touch provisioning kit is the

ATECC508AMAHAW CryptoAuthentication device that

comes pre-configured to run the authentication process

against the user�s AWS IoT account. The first step is to

learn what a chain of trust is by using the new Python

scripts, as well as learning about the provisioning process

that goes on through Microchip�s factories during the pro-

visioning phase. The kit shows how the in-manufacturing

process principles work, to a certain extent. In addition,

the device has strong resistance against physical tamper-

ing, including countermeasures against side attacks. It

also has a high-quality Federal Information Processing

Standard (FIPS) compliant random number generator,

low-power - cryptographic accelerator for compatibility with

the widest range of resource-constrained IoT devices and

the ability to seamlessly accommodate various produc-

tion flows in a cost-effective manner.

To help bridge the gap between embedded engineers

and IT professionals, in addition to the Python script on-

boarding experience, the kit comes with CloudForma-

tion script to accelerate the AWS account setup and

make the Cloud experience more teachable. Using a

CloudFormation script, the user can define a User Inter-

face (UI) within the AWS environment in minutes.

The combination of the Just in Time Registration (JITR)

from AWS IoT combined with the ATECC508MAHAW

CryptoAuthentication device and the in-manufacturing

secure provisioning process form Microchip offers best-

in-class IoT security. This true end-to-end IoT security

solution enables Industry 4.0 security success towards

safe and efficient growth.
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development. With expertise and a wide range of experience we accom-

pany you until your product is ready for production.

Prototype services

The prototyping is an important supporting phase of a larger develop-

ment project and unexpected delays in proto assemblies may increase

dramatically the overall project cost. Prototype manufacturing and work-

ing as a partner to design engineers is our core competence. We try to

achieve a long-term partnership with our clients for to achieve good and

open communication. In proto assemblies we emphasize speed and flex-

ibility for to support product development projects.

Contract manufacturing

Our technical knowhow creates strong basis on manufacturing servic-

es in the field of electronics. Managing the logistics is in an especially

important role in contract manufacturing. Our technical capabilities in-

clude machine placed SMT down to 0201 and BGA components, fine-

pitch parts and leadless parts, as far as THT components. Our produc-

tion capacity adapts to small and middle-sized series.

Together with our customers we will find the most cost-effective manufac-

turing service package, where customers� individual needs are taken into

account.From the prototype to medium-sized series production, we meet

your individual needs quickly and reliably. Whether for printed circuit board

assembly or soldering processes, our facilities are equipped with adequate

technology and guarantee high quality at a reasonable price. Due to our

flexible manufacturing organization we are able to quickly react on product

modifications in design and quantity with optimal results.

Comet Electronics –
Contract Manufacturing

Services

As a specialist in electronics Comet Electronics provides services from

electronics design to contract manufacturing. Full range service portfolio

covers product development, proto manufacturing, production series and

product maintenance. We can act as your partner�s outsourced depart-

ment of electronics.

Electronics design services

Comet Electronics offer development service from your idea to com-

plete product, according to the customer�s needs. Our design depart-

ment works in close cooperation with our manufacturing services and the

products we design have optimized manufacturability. From performance

specifications to mass production, from the first circuit design to proto-

type � our development department takes care of all aspects of electronic
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The electronic industry in Bulgaria is a key sector

that began to develop intensively in the 1960s. In

the 1970s and 1980s, the electronics industry be-

came a structure-defining sector of the Bulgarian

economy. Today, the country remains a preferred

electronics manufacturing hub in the Southeast-

European region. The electronic sector includes a

broad system of multinational and local companies,

whose activities are supported by the highly quali-

fied and affordable human force in Bulgaria in the

field of electronics and electrical engineering.

Some of the leading product groups that are be-

ing manufactured in the country are: high end ener-

gy saving sensors for various applications in differ-

ent industries including automotive, food and bev-

erage production, agriculture equipment; top quali-

ty amplifiers and high frequency power products for

the radio communication sector; latest generation

HVAC and climate control equipment used in mod-

ern high speed electric trains; semiconductors and

semiconductor products used in medical, machine

building and automotive manufacturing by global

companies such as BMW, GM, Mercedes. Impor-

tant product groups manufactured in Bulgaria are

the printed circuit boards (PCBs) and microelec-

tronic components for industrial applications. The

local electronics sector has experienced steady

growth in the last decades. According to statistics,

production volume increased almost 4 times from

2000 to 2010. In 2010 the revenues from the indus-

try were over 1,5 billion euro, which is the highest

level since 1990. The industry in the beginning of

the current decade employs about 45 000 qualified

workers spread in more than 2300 companies.

PCB and EMS industry in the
SEE region

A key feature of the South-Eastern European

PCB industry is that the region has longstanding

traditions of offering quality HR resources in the

electronics field. This is the reason for an interest-

ing trend that has been going on for the last couple

of decades � many Western European companies

establish manufacturing units or create branches in

Eastern Europe and especially in the SEE region.

Most SEE companies cover all the quality require-

ments and technology standards valid for the Euro-

pean electronics sector. According to a specialized

research, conducted by the South-East European

Market magazine, �due to specialization and highly

educated staff SEE companies can offer the global

market state-of-the art technology of boards pro-

duced. All the production is compatible with global

industrial standards in all the aspects, from design,

materials used, lamination, manufacturing, etc.�

The larger part of the PCB manufacturing compa-

nies in South-East Europe is small to medium com-

panies. They have proven to be flexible enough to

cover all kinds of customers� requirements, includ-

ing special orders and services.

PCB and EMS Industry
in Bulgaria

Most of the PCB production in the South-East Eu-

ropean countries is export oriented. The contract

electronic assembly industry continues developing.

A large part of the PCB manufacturers in the region

export more than 90% of their production.

Another key feature of Eastern Europe as an elec-

tronics manufacturing hub is that almost all of fac-

tories provide manual labour services. �In this as-

pect this market has significant advantage because

of still lower labour costs. This concerns either

owned production or outsourcing production�, the

SEEIM research also says.

A strong advantage of the PCB production com-

panies in the SEE region is that they have well de-

veloped electronic design and CAD departments.

That drastically improves their production efficien-

cy and optimizes operational costs, putting the in-

dustry in the region in a favourable position in com-

parison to Eastern Europe.

According to the in4ma EMS European market

analysis report, recently conducted on behalf of a

German electrical association, the EMS Industry

in Europe is still in a growth stage of its life cycle.

�Looking back over the last ten years, we have

seen tremendous changes in the amount of com-

panies, looking at every separate legal entity.

Sweden and Italy have seen 22% of the EMS

companies disappear, in Great Britain it was 25%

in France 32% and in Belgium even 40%. At the

same time Hungary and Slovakia got 16% more

companies, Czech Republic 27%, Bulgaria 40%

and Romania even 42%�, the survey further ex-

plains.

Most of the companies, established in Eastern

Europe in the recent years, are offsprings of West-

ern European companies or international EMS/

ODM manufacturers who are striving to expand

their positions in the European market.

�More than 80% of all EMS companies are locat-

ed in Western Europe and only 20% in the East.

These 20% are getting close to having 50% of the

production value of EMS in Europe. Growth rates

in the East are double as high as in the West. The

total production volume of all European EMS com-

panies so far is calculated to be 35,26 billion euro�,

the research also informs.

Electronic manufacturing
in Bulgaria

The Bulgarian electronic industry can be defined

by its longstanding history, tradition, and experi-

enced and highly qualified workforce. During the

1970s and 1980s, the country was among the lead-

ing Eastern European electronic manufacturers. In

the 1980s it supplied more than 40% of the main-

frame and personal computers in the region. At that

time more than 130 000 people were employed in

the sector as it comprised more than 25% of total

Bulgarian manufacturing.

According to the Bulgarian Ministry of Economy,

considering the manufacture of computers, elec-

tronic and optical products (sector C26), in 2016,

the manufacture of computer, electronic and opti-

cal equipment accounted for 3% of the value add-

ed created by the manufacturing industry. Òhe eco-

nomic activity �Manufacture of computers, electron-

ic and optical products� consists of the production

of: electronic components and printed circuits, com-

puter equipment, radio, television and telecommu-

nications equipment, consumer electronics, mea-

suring instruments, clocks, electromedical appara-

tus, optical instruments and photographic equip-

ment technology, magnetic and optical media, etc.

In 2017, the production of computers, electronic

and optical products increased by 21% compared

to the previous year, the highest recorded increase
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since 2005. Since 2004, there has been a trend of

increasing production. In 2017, the turnover index

of enterprises operating in C26 increased by 28,7%

compared to the previous year, following the

change of the production index over the years. Ex-

ports of computers, electronic and optical products

have been on a steady upward trend since 2008.

The highest growth rates of C26 exports were re-

ported in 2011 and 2015, or 16% yoy.

The total increase in exports of computers, elec-

tronic and optical products in the period 2008-2017

is 113%, and in 2017 C26 exports accounted for

3,7% of the country�s total exports. The number of

C26 employees increased from 2013, when a 2%

increase in the number of employees was recorded.

The staffing of the sector is the result of the func-

tioning of 20 universities and education institutions,

121 vocational high schools and 7 private colleges.

The average productivity growth in C26 for the peri-

od 2005-2016 is 8,8%, the highest growth compared

to the previous year was observed in 2010 or 38,5%.

For the whole period the increase was 127%.

PCB and EMS industry
in Bulgaria

The Electronic Manufacturing Services (EMS) is

a dynamically developing sub sector of the Bulgari-

an electronic production industry. One of the rea-

sons for the fast growth of the EMS market on a

global scale is the adoption of such services in large

industry branches such as medical, industrial, aero-

space and defence, where many original manufac-

turers decide to outsource the production of certain

components or products in order to take advantage

of the profitable potential in terms of future opportu-

nities which the EMS providers offer, recent re-

search in the field shows.

Nowadays Eastern Europe is becoming one of

the trendiest emerging outsourcing destinations,

which lines up with traditionally strong EMS hubs

such as the Asian-Pacific and the Latin American

regions. The region has the potential to grow into

one of the hottest locations from an electronics

manufacturing services perspective. In the recent

years top-tier global EMS companies are building

and launching factories in Bulgaria, Romania, Po-

land, and other countries in the region. With that

they aim to achieve several critical goals � to be

able to more efficiently serve the mature European

and emerging African and Middle Eastern consum-

er markets while reducing long-distance transpor-

tation costs associated with Asian shipments, pub-

lished surveys conclude.

A report by the market researching agency TFI es-

timates that electronics production in the region in

2011 was about 85 billion US dollars, including out-

put from OEMs, EMS providers, ODMs, and elec-

tronic components and materials suppliers. Accord-

ing to the research Electronics and PCB Production

in Eastern and Central Europe in 2014 16 countries

in the region (Bulgaria, Croatia, Czech Republic,

Hungary, Poland, Romania, Serbia, Slovakia, and

Slovenia) and former Soviet Union countries (Be-

larus, Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania, Moldova, Russia,

and Ukraine) - together accounted for a total of 55

billion euro of the electronics production in 2013.

In Bulgaria there is a dynamically developing com-

ponents and equipment production for the electron-

ics manufacturing industry. Companies in the sec-

tor are traditionally active in the manufacture of

PCBs, electromechanics, passives, connectors and

mechanical components. The market also includes

manufacturers of hybrid ICs, microelectronic com-

ponents, sensors and development tools, design

centres, etc. The production portfolio of Bulgarian

electronic manufacturing companies also includes

automatic placement machines, stencil printers and

other SMT equipment.

�Advanced manufacturing technologies, experi-

enced work force and low competitive scenario are

positioning Bulgaria as a key electronics manufac-

turing hub in Southeast Europe. The country is in-

creasingly being preferred by many electronics as-

semblers and is set to emerge as one of the key

recipients of foreign direct investments in electron-

ics industry. Most of the companies in the branch

are small or medium-sized enterprises, generally

export oriented�, the research conducted by the

SEEIM magazine states.

The production of those companies is aimed at

the industrial, automotive, medical, telecommuni-

cations, military, lighting, security, defence, renew-

able and conventional energy equipment and con-

sumer electronics markets. Most of the locally es-

tablished domestic or foreign manufacturers have

quality management systems applied.

Among the most important characteristics of the

Bulgarian electronic companies is that many OEM

manufacturers, which develop and manufacture their

own products, offer EMS services to other Bulgarian

and foreign clients. According to another survey in

the field, 62% of the participated firms are equipped

with automatic machines or assembly lines, 54%

have semi-automatic assembly equipment, and 80%

perform manual assembly as well. In terms of sol-

dering technologies, most widely used is the reflow

process, followed by wave soldering and selective

soldering. Manual soldering is carried out at 80% of

surveyed local companies. �The most widely used

testing procedure is functional test, followed by opti-

cal inspection, in-circuit testing and automatic optical

inspection�, the report also says.
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KEMMLER Electronic -
ALWAYS A GOOD CONNECTION

Sophisticated businesses around the world rely on individual connection solutions

provided by KEMMLER Electronic. And rightly so: today, with over 30 years of expe-

rience, we develop, manufacture, and distribute cutting-edge electronic products

and we specialise in customised cable assemblies. Our experience is evident among

the most diverse industries, such as the automotive, medical, engineering and in-

dustrial electronic sectors, along with material handling and power tools, and in the

field of renewable energy.

Business expansion, transparency and reliability

We have been constantly expanding ever since we were founded in 1986. Our

customized services are in demand globally: we develop and produce first-class

electronic products and cable assemblies. Currently, we manufacture in various

countries with over 300 employees. In addition to the company headquarters being

based in the Swabian town of Freiberg am Neckar, KEMMLER Electronic has its

own production sites in the Czech Republic, Bulgaria and is also represented in

China. This internationality reflects our widespread client base.

Transparency plays an important role in the world of business. As does reliability.

KEMMLER Electronic is able to offer a service for both: we keep our customers

updated and provide them with relevant information about the project. Our delivery

times are as good as 100% accurate.

As part of the individual logistic concept provided by KEMMLER Electronic, we use

product-specific packaging where our high-quality electronic solutions are provided

to customer businesses without any issues.

Quality - from start to finish

Whether it is aprototype, small, medium or large scale - KEMMLER Electronic is

the right partner. Extraordinary diversity is also a feature of our product range: we

supply single wires, ribbon cables, cable harnesses, battery and power lines, high

volume current connections, moulded wiring harnesses, and electromechanical as-

semblies. As varied as our products are, they all share one thing in common: out-

standing quality. This guarantees the highest and most up to date standards for each

individual manufacturing stage, ultra-modern, well-maintained production machinery

and, of course, our qualified, dedicated employees. We are also investigating in

regular training and education programs, because we don�t only invest in the latest

technology. This means that the KEMMLER Electronic team is always up to date in

terms of knowledge.

Changing markets, individualised customer requirements, increasing technical de-

mands - efficient responses to these challenges are met by our purposeful and driv-

en development experts. Continuous process and product optimization, customised,

future-orientated solutions: KEMMLER Electronic is the right partner for demanding

tasks. We provide crimping, soldering, ultrasonic welding, moulding, shrinking.

Creativity and innovation

At KEMMLER Electronic, we combine decades worth of experience together and

profound knowledge with creativity and innovation � a link to success from which

over 500 international businesses can benefit on a daily basis.

Regardless of whether it concerns connecting cables for hybrid vehicles, interior

wiring for small appliances such as espresso coffee machines, or even harnesses

for remote controls, i.e. those used with surgical lighting and dentist�s chairs: various

technical domains involve innovation and a level of conscience in terms of quality,

which is provided by KEMMLER Electronic. Therefore, our sophisticated electronic

solutions and cable assemblies are able to enrich the daily working operations for a

number of well-known businesses both at home and overseas.

www.kemmler-electronic.com
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Inteco Instruments is a private company, founded in 2005, focusing
on PCB layout design, EMC consulting, custom electronics develop-
ment and prototyping.

Printed circuit board (PCB) layout, EMC consulting and design ser-
vices are the main activities through which we help our customers
get to market faster. We offer all services at one place. We support
them from the first steps of the development process and help them
avoid future problems in their design. The existing problems are
solved by our long year experienced specialists and we help our
clients reduce the cost of the projects in the next stages.

Our 15 years of PCB layout design expertise allows us to quickly
provide customers with  full drawing and Gerber packages. If you
require a PCB layout from design schematics you have created or
have an existing design that needs to be changed, if you need a new
PCB design from concept schematics and BOM through the creation
of full PCB documentation to prototype production, we can provide
all that.

Business focus
� PCB layout design
� Hardware design
� Prototype production
� EMC (Electro Magnetic Compatibility)

Inteco Instruments
offers all services

at one place

The first privately owned company in Bulgaria
for PCB design and manufacturing

Micron-20 is the first privately owned company in
Bulgaria for PCB design, manufacturing and assem-

bling. The company was established in 1991 and its

production capacity and wide range of clients have
been growing ever since.

Micron-20 has specialized in whole range - from pro-
totypes and small series to middle and big volumes,

meeting very tight deadlines for shortest possible pe-

riods of time.
We produce monthly approximately 800-1000 types

of single-sided and double-sided as well as multi-lay-
er PCB.

100% of our production is made in Bulgaria in our

two factories - in Sofia and Gabrovo.
We use two Pick and Place machine model PLM

2000 with approximate capacity 4000 comp/h and

cappabilty of populating wide range of components.
For surface finishing we use the standard and prov-

en processes - Hot air leveling (HAL), both Lead and
Lead-free, Organic Surface Preservative (OSP), Gal-

vanic Nickel/Gold for edge connectors. Next year we

plan to invest to Immersion Nickel/Gold, which will im-
prove the assembly process.

Micron-20 is striving to provide the best customer
service by applying all possible means for improving

the existing production facilities and introducing new

solutions. Our list of clients includes over 3000 local
and foreign companies.

We increased significantly our export to countries

from EU, offering good quality combined with options
like purchasing of components, free shipping etc.

In our website the customers will find online calcula-
tors for PCB production and assembling. They can

make online orders taking advantages like discounts

and free delivery.
All the parameters of the production process, pay-

ment methods and even courier company can be eas-
ily checked. Our goal is to facilitate our customers and

to save their time and efforts.
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Tremol SMD supplies electronic products
for all the major electronic markets

COMPANY & TEAM

Tremol SMD Ltd. is a Contract Electronic Manufacturer founded in the

City of Veliko Tarnovo on April 2006 as a part of Tremol Group Bulgaria.

The company has its own building of 8000 sq.m. with 7100 sq.m. production

site and 900 sq.m. administration and engineering site and additional PTH

manual assembly division in the town of Svishtov.

Currently in the company are working more than 380 highly educated and

motivated employees, as within the Tremol Group Bulgaria, we are more

than 500 employees. The team has the potential also for activities of R&D,

software and firmware design, electronic design, electronic testing, moulds

and plastic parts design, plastic injection, mechanical parts design and pro-

duction and etc. The Electronic production that we supply goes in all the

major electronics markets worldwide - Automotive, Industrial, Household,

Medical and Military Markets.

ADVANTAGES & CAPABILITIES

- ISO 9001:2015 Integrated Management System

- IATF 16949 Management System

- Customer Oriented Approach with unique functionality based on customer

     solutions.

- Theory of Constraints Projects Management.

- Excellent plant capabilities providing both quality and flexibility.

- IPC standards, 5S; Poka Yoke; Kan Ban.

- Certified IPC 610 and J-STD 001 trainers.

- Barcode Traceability System through all the processes.

- FIFO organization of warehouse and production.

- Continuous Improvement Approach.

- Design and production of test equipment.

- Design group of electronic engineers.

- Design group of mechanical engineers.

- Project team for all projects.

- Good communication skills.

- Ready to invest for new projects.

- Flexible organization to manage fast orders and changes.

- Truck shipments to Europe, 5-7 days door to door.

- Urgent air shipments in 24 hours.

MANUFACTURING PROCESSES

 6 SMT Lines

-  Size limitations - down to 01005 components.

-  Fine pitch - down to 0.3 mm.

-  SMT glue, Pin in paste.

-  3D SPIs, 3D AOIs, Vacuum Reflow, XRay

Wave soldering lines

Ersa Selective wave

- Productive and low cost manual assembly.

- Flying probe ICT, Functional control.

- Manual Soldering and Assembly.

- Poka-Yoke solutions.
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PRIMA-TECH-PRO LTD. is a company situated in the capital of
Bulgaria � Sofia, which has been providing its customers with a broad
range of services for more than 25 years. The company's business is
aimed predominantly at the European market. It is focused on the
constant improvement and optimization of the production processes,
while providing fast communication through its motivated and trained
personnel. This leads to ensuring competitiveness and full satisfac-
tion of the customers, which is the company�s main goal.

As a dynamically developing company, PRIMA-TECH-PRO LTD.
provides services in the following fields: Assembly of printed circuit
boards and electronic devices, Design and supply of printed circuit
boards, Supply of electronic components and Design and supply of
metal stencils.

The company is specialized in the production of pilot, small and
medium series of printed circuit boards and electronics. This is the
reason for the development and implementation of a company orga-
nization system, which helps it respond in a flexible and quick way
while working with customers. "Our services guarantee optimal effi-
ciency for your products. By our cooperation with various producers
and suppliers and daily production planning, we could offer you per-
fect production flexibility", the company states.

For more information please visit www.primatechpro.com

PRIMA-TECH-PRO LTD.
provides a full

portfolio of EMS
services

Rommtech-3S have successful stories of electro-mechanical projects returning
to European manufacture from the Far East. Thanks to the combined manufac-
ture in house of electronics, plastics, metals, cables and battery packs the cus-
tomers are happy to close all responsibilities in one place. This transfer is of
course achieved by strict quality requirements that are followed thanks to the
certification of ISO 9001, 14000, 18 001. The company already has a certified
engineer for APQP and PPAP - two of the pillars for the automotive specification
IATF 16949:2016 that the company is pursuing.

The products have possibility for full traceability in all departments. The elec-
tronics department has 2 full SMD lines and 2 semi automatic SMD lines, 20
trained through hole operators, multiple testing stations and final assembly with
packing. The metal department has the full metal sheet process for mass produc-
tion - 3 CNC punch presses, 2 CNC deburring machines, 3 CNC press brakes,
spot welding and powder coating. The plastics department is running on 14 CNC
machines with clamping force from 30 to 650t with volume of over 180 t pro-
cessed technical plastics yearly. All of this is backed by professional contacts
speaking English and Russian supporting the customers from project draft
through production to logistics and aftersales service.

At Productronica in Munich from 12 to 15 November at Hall B3 Stand 372
Rommtech-3S will be exhibiting for 7th consecutive year. Shown will also be the
advance both technological through machines and practical through ERP soft-
ware and automatization. At the exhibition will be presented the steps the compa-
ny does for Industry 4.0 starting with the plastic department. Each machine will
have an intelligent logger for the cycle, temperatures, pressures and other pa-
rameters which will be recorded and visualized in real time. Analyses for efficien-
cy and quality will be run on the data accumulated.

Rommtech-3S returns
manufacturing to

Europe from Asia for
OEMs
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SelCom Ltd. is custom electronic solutions provider, designing, developing
and manufacturing products, systems and applications under customer re-
quest. We help our clients turn their ideas into commercial products and
services.

What we offer:
Electronic Design Services and Consultancy, covering the entire prod-

uct design and development process: from an idea, trough system, circuit
and board level design, embedded programming, PCB layout, prototyping
and debugging, up to documentation for production. The team is highly qual-
ified, with many years of experience, capable to bring every product to final
success.

Manufacturing Services
� PCB fabfication of single-, double-sided and multilayer printed boards

using our partners facilities

�PCB  assembly � SMD soldering using partners assembly lines; manual

soldering in-house of trough-hole components and electro-mechanical

parts

� Parts sourcing and procurement using world-wide distributor network

� Functional testing and embedded programming

� Labeling, packaging and shipping

� Volume independent � large volumes, small production lots, prototypes,

pre-production.

� Warranty and after-warranty maintenance

� Volume regardless, high-quality and cost-effective production.
Competitive Prices and Scheduled Delivery, proved by many custom-

ers in different projects.

SelCom Ltd. - Custom
Electronic Solutions

Provider
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The recently published �Southeast Europe � The
New Hot Destination of the Global Automotive Indus-

try 2018� examines several SEE countries as attrac-
tive markets for automotive investments and growing

in popularity manufacturing hubs. Among them are
Romania, Slovenia, Serbia, North Macedonia and Bul-
garia. In the following article we will publish some of

the key findings of the extensive survey.
�The automotive industry in Southeast Europe is

represented by all subsectors � manufacture and
distribution of passenger cars, light commercial ve-
hicles, buses and coaches, medium-sized and

heavy-duty trucks and buses, alternative fuel vehi-
cles (hybrids and electric cars), and automotive parts

and components. It is among the most rapidly ex-
panding industries in the economies of all countries
in the region in terms of contribution to the GDP, vol-

ume of production and job creation, as well as one of
the leading sectors attracting FDI�, the report states.

Car manufacturing
In 2017 a total of 629 014 vehicles were manufac-

tured in SEE, according to the International Organi-
zation of Motor Vehicle Manufacturers (OICA),

SEENews informs. This represents almost 3,0% of
the total European and 0,6% of the global vehicle
production, with shares staying unchanged over the

last three years. In 2017, however, annual growth
rates of 9,7% in the region significantly exceeded the

European average of 3,1% and the global average
of 2,4%, statistics further say. �This can be explained

with the constantly increasing demand for new cars
in line with the overall sound economic growth in
SEE, paired with consumers� preference for local

brands, especially in Romania, the region�s largest
market. Passenger car assembly in SEE is concen-

trated in three countries � Romania, Slovenia and
Serbia�, the survey continues.

Passenger cars are the most significant subsector

of the automobile assembly industry in the region,
recent research proves. Despite the presence of a

number of minor bus, truck and other commercial
vehicle production plants in most countries, OICA
data reveals that they form close to 1,0% of the out-

put in Serbia only. In Romania only single units of
heavy-duty trucks are manufactured, while in Slove-

nia practically all vehicles produced are passenger
cars, the report also points out.

Romania
The automotive industry in Romania consists of the

two major passenger car producers, Dacia and Ford,
and several others with limited production numbers,
supported by more than 600 original equipment

manufacturers that supply both local plants and pro-
duction sites throughout Europe with automotive

components, the publication reports. �The sector�s
contribution was 13% of the GDP and provided jobs
to more than 200 000 employees in 2017. The coun-

try is the undisputed leader in automobile manufac-
ture in SEE, with 359 240 vehicles produced in 2017

accounting for a 57,1% share of SEE�s motor vehi-
cles output. In terms of passenger car manufacture,
the picture is similar, as they constitute more than

SEE as a promising hub for the global
automotive industry

99% of the total vehicle manufacture in the country.

However, Romania�s dominance in the regional in-
dustry fades slightly � two years ago, its share stood
at 64,1%, while in 2016 it slid down to 62,7%. This is

caused by the slowdown of local growth, but the in-
troduction of Ford�s EcoSport model at the end of

2017 � the biggest investment in the automotive sec-
tor in the country over the last years � a new boost of
growth is expected. Dacia exported 611 973 vehi-

cles in 2017, or a 12% y/y increase. France remains
the top export destination for the Romanian manu-

facturer with 119 356 units, followed by Germany
with 64 918, Italy with 63 374 and Spain with 56 301.
Europe has the dominant share in Dacia�s exports

with 75% of all export sales in 2017, but Morocco
and Algeria grow in importance and both enter

among the seven largest markets for Dacia�, the ex-
tensive study states.

Romania concentrates on production of low-bud-

get cars and has gained considerable share in two
segments of the global market - customers in the

SEE region and other emerging markets with lower
incomes, and customers in Germany, France, Spain
and other Western European countries with a pref-

erence for low-budget cars, statistics also show.

Romanian components production
According to the Romanian Investment Agency,

both production and exports of components have

doubled in value within five years. Export grows fast-
er than production, which is a sign of the increasing

competitiveness of Romanian auto component mak-
ers on the international markets. The country acts as
an automotive industry hub in the region with easy

access to major markets such as Western Europe,
Russia, Poland, Ukraine and Turkey.

Romania specialises in the manufacture of tyres,
cables, conductors, plastic and rubber components,
bearings and transmission components, electronics,

batteries, safety systems and optical devices. More
than 270 companies were active in the automotive

components sector in Slovenia as of end-2016, em-

ploying more than 16 000 people. �More than 90%

of the sector�s output was exported, with half of it
going to assembly plants in Germany to clients like
Audi, BMW, Mercedes Benz, Volkswagen and Ford.

The rest was exported to France, Italy, Austria, the
UK, the USA, Hungary, Mexico and Romania. The

country specialises in the manufacture of car body
parts, steering system and drive components, seats
and covers, braking systems, exhaust systems, en-

gine and gearbox components and electronic com-
ponents�, SEENews adds.

Serbia
Serbia�s automotive industry is considered the

most important and promising industrial sector in the
country, SEENews reports and adds: �In 2017 it em-

ployed more than 40 000 workers, accounted for
14% of the FDI and contributed 10% to the country�s
exports. The major driver of the sector is Fiat�s plant

in Kragujevac, Central Serbia, launched in 2008,
where the Fiat 500L is assembled. The Italian car

maker invested a total of EUR 980 mln in the pro-
duction, co-financed by the Serbian state, according
to local government investment support agency

SIEPA�.
Another local manufacturer is Ikarbus. It produces

buses and coaches sold mainly on the domestic mar-
ket, with a small share exported to Russia. In 2017
close to 80 000 passenger cars were manufactured,

which represents only half of the annual capacity of
Fiat�s plant. �Serbia was the only passenger car-pro-

ducing nation in SEE not to report an increase in its
output compared to 2016. This can be explained by
the comparatively low demand on the domestic mar-

ket, where most Fiat 500L cars are sold � Serbia
had the lowest annual growth in car sales among the

major SEE national markets in 2017�, the research
adds. The automotive industry � a priority sector in
the country, can rely on the government�s ambition

to attract global strategic partners to establish new
production or revive suffering and non-functional

plants in the country, research results show.
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Serbia’s automotive components
sector

Serbia�s automotive components subsector ac-
counted for more than half of the total value of the
automotive industry�s output in 2015, according to

the Serbian Business Registers Agency and Serbi-
an Development Agency. �The most important prod-

uct categories produced in Serbia include tyres, wir-
ing harness, casted parts, plastic parts, rubber hos-
es, seats and seat covers and other body parts. The

components subsector in Serbia is represented by
more than 70 companies, providing jobs to 40 000

employees. Approximately 20% of the workers are
employed in entirely local companies, while the rest
work in automotive components plants of global

manufacturers, mainly from Germany, South Korea,
Italy, France, Slovenia and the USA�, the cited re-

port informs.
An important characteristic of Serbia�s car parts

subsector is its extremely uniform geographical allo-

cation, which covers all parts of the country. Kraguje-
vac is a distinguished centre with more than 10 sup-

pliers headquartered around the Fiat plant,
SEENews further adds.

Slovenia
Slovenia�s passenger car production soared in 2017,

which was its strongest year since 2010, official data
shows. �A total of 189852 units were manufactured,
up 42,0% on year. Slovenia thus accounted for 30,2%

of passenger car production in SEE, ranking second
behind Romania, and making up 1,0% of all cars man-

ufactured in Europe. Slovenia�s automotive industry
generated 10% of the country�s GDP and 12,5% of its
export of goods�, the study continues.

Revoz is Slovenia�s leading motor vehicles manu-
facturer in terms of total revenue and number of units

produced. The company has been owned by Renault
and has produced models under the French brand
since 2004. It sells its output both on the domestic

market and abroad, the top export destinations be-
ing France, Germany and the UK.

North Macedonia
�Despite the lack of motor vehicles assembly plants

in North Macedonia, the automotive sector enjoys
dynamic development and growing importance for

the country�s economy�, SEENews concludes. The
Automotive Cluster of North Macedonia lists catalyt-
ic converters, safety systems, seat belts, airbags,

electronic controllers and sensors, precision engi-
neered and plastic products and casting components

as the products in which the country specialises. As
of 2017, more than 50 companies carried out pro-
duction activities in the country, mainly for clients in

Germany and Serbia with a combined 40% share in
Macedonia�s automotive components exports.

Bulgaria
�Automobile assembly in Bulgaria has a long tradi-

tion of unsuccessful attempts by international car
manufacturers, such as Fiat and Renault. The latest

attempt collapsed at the beginning of 2017, when
Chinese car maker Great Wall stopped operations
at its plant in Lovech, North-western Bulgaria, and

filed for bankruptcy with many of its already produced
vehicles remaining unsold�, SEENews points out as

a negative trend in the country.
The Great Wall plant launched in 2012, with an an-

nual production capacity of 50 000 units that was

never reached. The manufacturer�s main markets in-
cluded Bulgaria, Romania, Serbia and Macedonia.

Given the widening base of automotive component
suppliers in the country and the formation of auto-
motive cluster, the automotive industry has been de-

clared a priority sector by the government. In Febru-
ary 2018 the government stated its intention of at-

tracting a global automobile manufacturer to carry
out its production activity in Bulgaria. The first talks
were held with car makers from Germany and the

UK (BMW Group, according to InvestBulgaria Agen-
cy), followed by manufacturers from South Korea

and India, the publication reveals.

Automotive components industry
in Bulgaria

According to Automotive Cluster Bulgaria and the

Ministry of Economy, in 2017 the automotive com-
ponents industry in Bulgaria was represented by 170
companies with more than 40 000 employees, which

contributed 4,0% to Bulgaria�s GDP. The combined
total revenue of the companies in the sector stood at

EUR 3,5 bln, of which 90% from exports to major
international car makers.

A survey by Automotive Cluster Bulgaria and con-

sultancies Colliers International and Pricewater-
houseCoopers Bulgaria in 2017 showed that 85% of

the automotive components producers operating in
Bulgaria plan to expand their activities in the coun-
try. �A positive trend is that the share of suppliers

with own research and development activities in Bul-
garia grows constantly and exceeded 40% in 2017.

The number of employees is expected to double in
the next four years, given the plans announced by
international automotive companies to enter or ex-

pand their already existing activities in Bulgaria�, the
SEE media reports.

The factors for the rapid growth, in comparison to
the other countries in SEE, are: comparatively late
launch of the industry in Bulgaria and low starting

point lead to the higher growth rate. Other factors
are the presence of a developed IT sector in the

country, which enables the creation of highly innova-
tive products and solutions in the automotive indus-
try. �More than half of the FDI in Bulgaria in the last

years are in the automotive sector. Since 2005, a
total of EUR 400 mln have been invested in 20 auto-

motive industry projects certified under the Invest-
ment Promotion Act. The prime location of the sector
in Bulgaria is the Trakia Economic Zone near Plo-

vdiv in Central Southern Bulgaria, where more than
10 automotive parts suppliers have their production

facilities. Other major locations are the capital, Sofia,
and Ruse and Pleven in northern Bulgaria, as well
as the whole region of South-eastern Bulgaria�, the

survey further adds.

SEE parts and components
production

The automobile parts and components subsector is

more widely represented in SEE than automobile pro-
duction and assembly, the research points out. A net-

work of component suppliers for all major car manu-
facturers in Europe has developed throughout SEE �
Romania, Slovenia and Serbia are already estab-

lished as leaders, and Bulgaria, Macedonia, Croatia,
and even Moldova and Bosnia and Herzegovina have

clusters of automotive companies. The factors under-
lying the region�s development as a preferred destina-
tion for multinational automotive companies to locate

their production sites include: the cost-competitive en-
vironment, access to a qualified workforce with engi-

neering and technical skills, and the well-developed
IT and supporting industries, statistics show.

�The geographical proximity to big manufacturers

within SEE, as well as in Central Europe and Tur-
key, which are among the European leaders in auto-

mobile assembly, ensures competitive advantage in
terms of low distribution costs and just-in-time deliv-
ery�, SEENews continues.

International Trade Centre data shows that exports
of parts and accessories for motor vehicles has

steadily grown each year between 2013 and 2016 in
all SEE countries, except Montenegro and Kosovo.
The average annual growth rate in the region stood

at 18,1% in 2016. Macedonia and Moldova more
than doubled the value of their automotive compo-

nent exports within a year, while Albania, Bulgaria,
Romania and Slovenia posted double-digit growth
rates. �In 2016 Romania generated automotive com-

ponent exports of EUR 5 348 bln, or 77,4% of the
region�s total exports in the sector. Slovenia and Ser-

bia followed with EUR 963,3 mln and EUR 171,4
mln, respectively, while Bulgaria reported exports of
EUR 94,7 mln. Romania has the largest in size and

importance automotive components subsector in
SEE, consisting of more than 600 suppliers. Its de-

velopment is boosted by the presence of major pas-
senger car assembly plants in the country�, the ex-
tensive report results state.

Source: „Southeast Europe – The New
Hot Destination of the Global Automotive Industry“

2018 report by SEENews
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INGAS 2019 was held under the
motto „Common Energy,

Common Future“

This year’s edition of the popular international
forum for the gas industry INGAS took place on
the 17th and 18th of October in the Halic Con-
gress Center in Istanbul, Turkey. The event was
organized by the gas distribution company IGDAS,
the Natural gas distribution companies associa-
tion of Turkey GAZBIR and the Natural gas indus-
try occupations examination and certification cen-
ter GAZMER.

INGAS 2019 put a focus on the global future of
natural gas. The main theme of this year’s event
was „Common Energy, Common Future“. INGAS
hosted global leaders of the natural gas industry
from 40 different countries. B2B meetings, orga-
nized with support from the Turkish Ministry of
Trade, were also held within the scope the forum.

More than a hundred domestic and internation-
al companies from the USA, Russia, China, the UK,
Germany, Italy and other European countries, Bra-
zil, Azerbaijan, Qatar, Bahrain, the United Arab Emir-
ates, etc. participated as visitors and investors.

SEE NEWS

The Japanese corporation JTEKT
expands its business in Romania

During a meeting between the Romanian minis-
ter of business environment, commerce and entre-
preneurship Stefan-Radu Oprea and Tetsuo Agata,
president of the Japanese JTEKT Corporation in
Romania, the Asian manufacturer announced its
plans to further invest in the country. JTEKT in-
tends to expand the production capacity at the
Koyo bearings factory in Alexandria.

The bearing factory has been operating since
1971, producing its first bearings in 1974. In 1998
Koyo Seiko bought the majority of the company’s
shares, becoming „Koyo Romania SA“. In 2006 the
company put a focus mainly on the bearings in the
auto industry, and in 2009 it put into operation four
continuous assembly lines. JTEKT Corporation,
headquartered in Osaka, Japan, has global opera-
tions in Europe, Asia, the US and Latin America.

With activities focused in four major areas: bear-
ings, steering systems, transmission and machine
tools, JTEKT aims to meet the high expectations of
its customers, the company’s corporate website in-
forms.

Photo: Romanian ministry of
business, commerce and entrepreneurship

Photo: IGDAS

The machine tools market in Romania is a dy-

namically developing sector which constitutes an

important pillar of the country�s economy. The in-

dustrial manufacturing sector consists mainly of:

automotive OEM and components; heavy machin-

ery and machine tools; chemical production, includ-

ing plastic, paints and varnishes, glass, cement

etc.; mining and aggregates; agricultural machin-

ery; oil and drilling equipment manufacturing; na-

val, aviation and defence; furniture, home applianc-

es, white goods; metal casting, etc.

A recent report �Romania: opportunities in the dy-

namic industrial sector� by the Switzerland Global

Enterprise (S-GE) � a Swiss investment promotion

agency on behalf of the Swiss Confederation,

shows that the local gross industrial output grew by

8,2% in 2017 compared to previous year, mainly

due to increases in industrial manufacturing

(+8,9%) and mining and quarrying (+5,9%).

�In December 2017 (versus December 2016) Ro-

mania registered, with 13,5%, its highest ever in-

crease in industrial production, compared to the

4,8% average in the EU28. The sector benefits

from ongoing foreign investments, M&A interest

from foreign players, an educated and productive

labour force, and a long tradition of industrial man-

ufacturing, plastics production, metalworking and

casting�, the research further adds.

Statistics show that Romanian industrial sales

rose with 10,4% in the first six months of 2017. In

2016 the country�s industrial sales increased by

4,7%. Romanian industrial production registered

the highest growth in the EU in May 2017 com-

pared to May 2016 - 15,3%.

One of the leading sectors in the country is auto-

motive manufacturing. �Romania is an attractive

market for foreign OEMs - Ford and Renault al-

ready manufacturing in Romania, as well as auto-

motive suppliers. Continental, Michelin, Autoliv,

Takata, Schaeffler, Johnson Controls, Pirelli, Del-

phi, TRW Automotive, Leoni, Draxlmaier, Yazaki,

Machine tools market in
Romania

Daimler, etc. have established manufacturing facil-

ities in the country�, the data published by S-GE

also shows.

Due to current developments Romanian industri-

al players are looking for modern technologies and

precision tooling, special materials and machinery.

Many of them regularly visit industrial trade fairs,

such as the Hannover Messe, in order to identify

suitable suppliers, the agency explains.

Trends and opportunities on the ma-

chine tools market

As a basis for the current situation on the ma-

chine tools market in the country we shall review

the report �Market entry services to emerging Eu-

rope� by the Romanian FRD Center. The FRD Cen-

ter is constantly monitoring the development of the

machine tools market in Romania, facilitating ac-

cess of potential foreign exporters and strategic in-

vestors to the local companies� decision makers.

According to the information published in the re-

port, the Romanian imports of machining centres,

unit construction machines (single station) and

multi-station transfer machines, for working metal

(TARIC 8457) have registered USD 87,5 mln in

2017, which is up by 62,1% compared to the previ-

ous year. Furthermore, the imports of machine

tools, including presses for working metal by forg-

ing, hammering or die-stamping, machine tools, in-

cluding presses, for working metal by bending, fold-

ing, straightening, flattening, shearing, punching or

notching, presses for working metal or metal car-

bides (TARIC 8462) have recorded USD 70,4 mln

in 2017, which according to the FRD Center analy-

sis represents an increase of 51,1% compared to

2016.

The Romanian industrial manufacturing sector

presents numerous opportunities for foreign suppli-

ers of machinery, precision tools, CNC, special

materials, machine-tools, industrial chemicals, tool-

ing etc., the report points out. Romania is currently
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SEE NEWS

Orbico to deploy Gideon Brothers’
mobile robots in its warehouse

facilities in Croatia

The European distributor and supply chain man-
agement company Orbico has launched a pilot
project to deploy Gideon Brothers’ collaborative au-
tonomous mobile robots in their warehouse facili-
ties. The project is being implemented by Orbico
Croatia in a distribution center near Zagreb.

As part of the modernization, Orbico has de-
ployed two robots, testing various „on demand“
use-cases, such as transporting goods on repetitive
runs between certain points of the distribution cen-
ter – to be labelled, for example.

„The added flexibility is especially important for
Orbico Croatia, due to the extremely seasonal char-
acter of the local market“, Gideon Brothers said in
a press release.

Milan Racic, Gideon Brothers Chief Growth Of-
ficer and Co-Founder added: „We are excited that
we have launched a pilot project at Orbico Group, a
company consistently growing their operations,
both in EU and other European markets. Changing
consumer expectations, digitalization, and technol-
ogy are remaking the playing field and only compa-
nies that are adapting, and fully embracing the tools
of Industry 4.0, will be able to power forward“.

Photo: Gideon Brothers

Yanfeng Automotive Interiors is
building a new production facility

in Kragujevac

The Chinese manufacturer of automotive interi-
ors Yanfeng has started the construction of a facto-
ry in Kragujevac in central Serbia, the city govern-
ment reported. Production operations at the new
factory are expected to be launched at the end of
2019, the Kragujevac city authorities further dis-
closed. The factory will be located on 18 500 square
metres and will create 200 jobs.

„With the new manufacturing site Yanfeng is
expanding its production capacity in the Eastern
European markets and responding to the growing
presence of customers in the region“, the compa-
ny’s vice president for Europe and South Africa
Tony Elenbaas said.

Yanfeng operates about 110 manufacturing
plants and technical centres in 20 countries and
has more than 33 000 employees globally, accord-
ing to data from its corporate website.

„As a leading supplier of automotive interiors,
we have set ourselves the goal of driving this revo-
lution in interior design worldwide together with
our customers and are demonstrating how we will
implement this technically in future vehicle interi-
ors“, the company states.

Photo: Yangfeng

among the most dynamic large markets in the EU.

�With a GDP growth of 4,8%-5,6%, comparable

only to Ireland, which is 4 times smaller, Romania

might seem and truly is a good market for foreign

and locally manufactured products, as well as a

good production base�, the FRD Center further

adds.

Romanian industrial production registered the

highest growth in the EU in May 2017: 14,6%. In-

dustrial production in Romania grew by 5,4% in the

first four months of 2017 compared to the same

period the previous year. �The Romanian manu-

facturing sector continues its double-digit expan-

sion. In Q1 2017 compared to Q1 2016, the new

manufacturing orders in Romania increased by

12,7% due to the rises recorded for: consumer du-

rables: +20,4%; intermediate goods +18 %; capital

goods +10,9%; consumer non-durables +3,8%�,

published data also shows.

In 2016 the Romanian imports of TARIC 8458

lathes (including turning centres) for removing met-

al registered some EUR 41,5 mln. According to the

FRD Center analysis, in 2015 vs. 2014, the imports

of TARIC 8458 went up with 28,4%. In 2016 the

Romanian imports of machine tools for drilling, bor-

ing, milling, threading or tapping by removing met-

al, other than lathes (including turning centres)

TARIC 8459 registered EUR 30 mln. In 2015 vs.

2014, the imports of TARIC 8459 went up with

87,2%, the analysis further shows.

Imports of metalworking machine tools

in Romania

In 2016 the Romanian imports of industrial ro-

bots (TARIC 847950) reached EUR 42,5 mln. Ac-

cording to the FRD Center, this represents a

growth of 31,2%, after registering a growth of

98,3% the previous year. Some of the largest ma-

chine tools importer-distributors in Romania are:

GravoLAB CNC, Mafcom, Inmaacro, Mazarom,

Proma Machinery, Knuth Machine Tools Roma-

nia, Leadertech Consulting, Allmetech Tools &

Machines, Rocast and Vigra. The FRD Center

analysis, based on official data, shows that in

2016 their cumulated sales figure exceeded EUR

40 mln. In the following section of the article we

publish a short presentation of each company as

the FRD Center included them in its recent �Im-

ports of metalworking machine tools in Romania�

report.

GravoLAB CNC

GravoLAB CNC is the official representative of

Leadwell in Romania. Set up in 2004, it is an im-

porter and distributor of CNC machine tools. In its

portfolio there are vertical milling centres for serial

machining, matrix processing; large vertical milling

centres, double column machines; heavy machin-

ery; high speed turning centres, high precision ma-

chining. In 2016, their turnover reached EUR 1,6

mln, which according to the FRD Center analysis is

35% higher than in 2015.

Their pre- and post-sales services include: advice

on choosing the right equipment; supply of machin-

ery on a contractual basis; installation of machin-

ery, commissioning; fitting with accessories; train-

ing for qualified/unqualified CNC staff.

Mafcom

Established in 1993, Mafcom (Cluj Napoca) sup-

plies welding equipment and materials, materials

and products for industrial manufacturing and con-

structions, various tools and fixtures, copper, brass

and aluminium sheets and profiles, machine tools,

electric materials and tools etc. Their portfolio cur-

rently numbers over 15 000 items and they are sell-

ing also wholesale. In 2016 their turnover reached

EUR 4,6 mln, a decrease by 5% compared to 2015,

according to the FRD Center analysis.

Inmaacro

Inmaacro set up in 1996 as Industrial Utilajimpex

SRL, is the technical and commercial representa-

tive on the Romanian market of various German,

Swiss, Dutch, Italian and Taiwanese producers of

machine tools, measuring and control machines,

cutting tools, accessories and software. The com-

pany imports and sells a wide range of measuring

and control machines, machine tools, cutting tools,

accessories, work piece clamping devices and fix-

tures, providing the complete technical support

throughout the whole production process and

project. In 2016 their turnover reached almost EUR

8 mln, which according to the FRD Center analysis

is 38% higher than in 2015.

Brands of machine tools in their portfolio include:
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SEE NEWS

Toyo Tire Corporation plans to
construct a smart factory in

Serbia

The Japanese Toyo Tire Corporation announced
its plans to establish a subsidiary in the Republic of
Serbia. The company’s investment program in-
cludes the construction and operation of a new tire
manufacturing plant in the city of Indijia. Toyo Tire
is supplying tires for the European and Russian
market from factories in Japan and Malaysia.

„As of 2022, the new manufacturing base in Ser-
bia will take on a key role in this regard. This new
production portfolio will reinforce our global tire
manufacturing and supply system. IoT will be fully
installed at this plant, which will operate as a so-
phisticated smart factory“, Toyo disclosed in a press
release.

The Republic of Serbia complies with all require-
ments of Toyo Tire, the company further an-
nounced. It pointed out as main advantages of the
country the outstanding resource of highly skilled
workforce, the comparatively low wage and the in-
tegration of automotive industries due to ongoing
investment by foreign companies.

Toyo Tire will begin construction of the plant in
Serbia in May 2020. Tire manufacturing operations
are planned to be initiated in January 2022, reaching
a capacity of five million tires annually (based on
tires for passenger vehicles) by the summer of 2023.

Bosch inaugurated its new
engineering center in Sofia

The global technology and services supplier
Bosch officially launched its new engineering cen-
ter in the Bulgarian capital Sofia in October.

The new center allows around 200 software pro-
fessionals to develop innovative technologies for the
automotive industry in areas such as driving assis-
tance, automated driving, and electric mobility.

„Our goal is to turn Bosch Engineering Center
Sofia into a global hub for automotive software so-
lutions“, said Mihai Boldijar, general manager of
Robert Bosch and representative of the Bosch
Group in Bulgaria. „As a leader and one of the larg-
est automotive technology providers worldwide, we
believe that software development for the future
progress of the industry will position Bulgaria on
the world map as important destination for the au-
tomotive business“, he added.

Bosch’s business in Bulgaria develops continu-
ously, the company states. Consolidated sales in
the country increased by 19 percent in 2018 to 104
million euros.

Photo: Bosch

Photo: Toyo Tire Corporation
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Mazarom Impex

Mazarom Impex is an an importer and distributor

of machine tools and the Yamazaki Mazak repre-

sentative in Romania. Other suppliers include Sar-

torious Werkzeuge, Dormer Pramet, Bahco, Ni-

kken, Saacke Group and LNS Group from Switzer-

land.

Mazarom was set up in 1992. In 2016 their turn-

over reached EUR 1,7 mln, which according to the

FRD Center analysis is 6% higher than in 2015. They

also provide consulting services regarding the cor-

rect choice of machine tools, of the choice of cutting

tools and cutting arrangements; services related to

NC programming; installation services for Mazak

machines; warranty and post-warranty service of

Mazak CNC machine tools; operator training servic-

es in the field of programming, operation and main-

tenance of CNC Mazak machine tools, etc.

Proma Machinery

Founded in 2006 at the initiative of the Czech

group Proma-Group, Proma Machinery is a well-

known importer-distributor active on the Romanian

machine tools market, for the metalworkers and the

woodworking entrepreneurs.

Proma Machinery currently sells the Proma ma-

chine tools and is also representing at national lev-

el strong international suppliers with leading

brands: Ferri-Italy, Garboli-Italy, Gbc Industrial

Tools-Italy, Nko-Czechia, Bri-Svarc-Czechia, Tap-

co-USA, Nargesa-Spain, ZMM-Bulgaria, Arsenal-

Bulgaria, totalling some 3900 unique items in their

portfolio.

In 2016 the company�s turnover reached over

EUR 2,4 mln. Proma Machinery presented at the

Metal Show 2017 the newest range of products in-

cluded in its portfolio: DENER and PILOUS.

Knuth Machine Tools Romania

Knuth Machine Tools Romania is an important

distributor of Knuth machine tools for laser cutting,

water cutting, plasma cutting, of vertical and hori-

zontal lathes, of CNC production machinery, heavy-

duty lathes, turning / milling machines and various

other machine tools for drilling, milling, sawing,

grinding, sheet metalworking etc.

The Romanian operations were set up in 2010. In

2016 their turnover reached EUR 1,6 mln, which

according to the FRD Center analysis is 7% higher

than in 2015.

Leadertech Consulting

Leadertech Consulting was founded in 2006 with

the aim of providing modern technological solutions

for companies in Romania active in the sheet-met-

al processing and mechanical works. For the entire

production equipment portfolio the company pro-

vides technical consultancy upon acquisition and

start-up, personnel training as well as warranty and

post-warranty period service, they provide fully cus-

tomized equipment and solutions upon request.

They import and distribute machine tools such as

hydraulic CNC press brakes, CNC punch presses,

laser cutting and plasma cutting machines, folding

machines, tube bending and tube punching ma-

chine tools, horizontal and vertical CNC lathes, 5-

axis machining centres, universal lathes, big bore

CNC lathes, etc.

In 2016, their turnover reached EUR 2,4 mln, a

decrease by 17% compared to 2015, according to

the FRD Center analysis. Brands of machine tools

in their portfolio include: Hwacheon, Rais, ZMM,

Durma, Variobend, Uzma, Dirinler, etc.

Allmetech Tools & Machines

Set up in 2004, Allmetech Tools & Machines is a

provider of complete and integrated technical solu-

tions in the machine tool sector in Romania. In

2016, their turnover reached EUR 1,1 mln. Their

CNC machine tools offer includes 3-axis CNC ver-

tical milling centres, 2-axis CNC turning machines

and live tools, 5-axis vertical milling centres, 4-axis

CNC horizontal machining centre, 5-axis CNC hor-

izontal milling/turning centre, CNC turning ma-

chines with two turrets and two universals � Hyper-

turn and many others.

In their suppliers list are manufacturers such as

Roders HSC, Sunnen, EMCO Group, Takumi,

Heller, Hurco.

Rocast

Rocast is a Romanian importer, distributor and

wholesaler of various types of machine tools such

as lathes, milling machines, drilling machines, as

well as of welding equipment, hand tools, compres-

sors, materials for electrical installations, DIY, fix-

tures, fasteners etc.

More than 70 000 different items in stock, worth

over EUR 8 mln, can be delivered within 24 hours

in any location in the country, the company claims.

The distribution of Rocast products is done using

own catalogues. Rocast has a 72 sales-agents dis-

tribution network, covering Bucharest and all coun-

ties in Romania. In 2016 their turnover reached

over EUR 11 mln, which according to the FRD Cen-

ter analysis is 29% higher than in 2015.

Some of the brands in their portfolio are Ruko,

Promat, NW, Volkel, Beck, BMI, MIB, LSR, Rhodi-

us, Osborn, WGB, Orbis, USH, Stannol, Ersa, Flex,

Bosch, Benning, Quilosa, HSK, Stahl, Ranit, Engel,

Quantum, Optimum, Unicraft, Aircraft etc.

Vigra

Established in 1994, Vigra is an importer and dis-

tributor of machine tools which has established its

reputation on the Romanian market through a team

of professionals with a high degree of technical spe-

cialization, through the quality of the services of-

fered and the high level technical consultancy, the

FRD Center states.

Since the beginning, Vigra has built partnerships

with world-renowned suppliers:

Sandvik Coromant � cutting tools; Henkel � ad-

hesives, sealants, chemicals; Ingersoll Rand �

pneumatic tools; FEIN � power tools; Bahco � hand

tools; Plarad � controlled torque amplifiers, etc.

With a sales figure of almost EUR 5,8 mln in 2016,

Vigra operates nationwide through 4 technical divi-

sions: machine tools and measuring instruments;

cutting tools; machines and equipment; industrial

maintenance. Their clients benefit from specialized

technical support, as the Vigra sales team is made

up of specialized consultants, able to provide techni-

cal solutions and products in the entire spectrum of

industrial processes, the FRD Center concludes.
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Due to the small size of the country and the economy,

Albania has been struggling to create and maintain a

strong industrial sector, a recent report of the investment

opportunities in the country shows. Albanian industry

sectors have undergone many changes and diversifica-

tion over the years.

�Albania�s industry began with cement plants, food pro-

cessing, flour milling, cigarette making and fellmongery

as dominant industries in its economy. Albania is an up-

per-middle-income country with an economy based on

the service (54,1%), agriculture (21,7%), and industrial

(24,2%) sectors. The country is rich in natural resourc-

es, and the economy is mainly bolstered by agriculture,

food processing, lumber, oil, cement, chemicals, mining,

basic metals, hydro power, tourism, textile industry, and

petroleum extraction. The strongest sectors are energy,

mining, metallurgy, agriculture and tourism. Primary in-

dustrial exports are clothing, chromium, oil and refined

fuel�, the report states.

Albania has rich deposits of fossil fuels and precious

metals that can turn its trade deficit around however, the

country�s industry sector suffers from the unavailability of

modern machinery. In 2010 Albania�s industrial produc-

tion growth rate faces another decline by 4 percent how-

ever recent imports and investment in modern machinery

is expected to help the economy grow. Its current and

main industry sectors are food processing, textiles and

clothing, lumber, oil, mining, basic metals, hydropower,

cement and chemicals. Contributing to industrial produc-

tion, Albania also produces agricultural products, such as

corn, potatoes, wheat, sugar beets, vegetables, fruits and

grapes; along with meat and dairy products.

Profile of the industrial production
Although Albania�s traditional trading partners are Ita-

ly, Greece, Kosovo, Turkey there are opportunities for

other European and international companies. Interna-

tional companies operating in Albania are from Italy,

Greece, Canada, the Netherlands, Austria, etc.

According to the survey �Albania economy briefing: A

synopsis of Albanian industries�, published in 2019, in-

dustries in the country employ around 1/5 of the total

working force. It is mainly a male dominated sector how-

ever, the trend in the past decade is declining for the

male workers (from almost 28% in 2010 to 22 % in 2018)

and the trend for the female workers is rising (from al-

Metallurgy in Albania

most 11% in 2010 to 15% in 2018).

�This is mainly due to the emigration phenomenon,

usually the first to leave the country are adult males and

the vacancies created from these departures are filled

by women, as the data demonstrates. Yet, the latest up-

date of Albanian GDP accounts for around USD 13 bil-

lion, and as seen from the above, industry takes a share

of 1/6 in the entire input. At this age and time, also com-

pared to the countries nearby, industry is still lagging

behind�, the survey adds. According to the latest avail-

able data introduced to the public in March 2019 by IN-

STAT, the separation of indicators is grouped as Indus-

try (Mining and quarrying and Manufacturing); Electrici-

ty, Gas, Steam; Water supply; Sewerage, Waste man-

agement and Remediation activities and Construction.

In the Mining and quarrying sector there are 487 enter-

prises in 2018 with a total of 11 281 employees. In the

range of producers of goods, manufacturing hits the ma-

jority of employees and companies, followed by con-

struction. There is steady growth in employment rate in

these two categories which can only benefit the society

as whole, the report explains.

A Business register study at the end of 2018 counted

162 835 active enterprises, and it is approximately the

same number as active enterprises by the end of 2017.

Albanian economy is focused mainly in trade activity

as well as for new registrations. Enterprises registered

during 2018 in trade activity are 23,2% out of 25% dur-

ing 2017. Big enterprises with 50 and more employed

represent only 1,2% of total active enterprises and their

contribution on employment in 2018 is 48,1% out of

47,8% in 2017.

Municipality of Tirana territory counts the biggest num-

ber of enterprises and municipality of Fushe-Arrez the

lowest ones. In 2018 there are 172 554 active local units

of which 160 928 have just one location. Multi-location

enterprises are 524 and represent only 1,0% of total

number of active enterprises and employ 26,5% of total

employment.

From the available data and the sectoral analysis of

industries in Albania it is showcased that there is a posi-

tive trend of increase in production, value and income.

�These are all good signs for the economy of the country

as whole but also for future prospects. However, the

overall portrait of this branch is not quite complete if there

are two factors not taken into consideration: the cheap

labour cost and the proximity to EU markets. With these

comparative advantages, by 2019 Albania should have

been at the forefront of (at least) small scale industries�,

the research states.

The main sub-industrial sectors are listed as following:

extraction sub-sector, which includes mining of different

minerals like copper, iron, chromium, etc; food, bever-

age and tobacco sub-sector, which includes food, bev-

erage and tobacco industries; chemical and petrochemi-

cal industry, which includes plastics, fertilizers, refiner-

ies, medicines and other industries. The list continues

with: building materials sub-sector, which includes ce-

ments, limes, bricks, glass and other non-metallic prod-

uct industries; metallurgy sub-sector, which includes

steel, Ferro-chromium, pure copper, nickel, and alumini-

um products industries; other industries where are in-

cluded: textile, leather, shoes, wood processing, paper,

pulp, and printing, manufacturing of electric and elec-

tronic equipment and other processing industries.

History
Historically, Albania�s energy intensity in industrial sub-

sectors has been very high. This means that the macro

economic output normally denounced by the GDP, es-

pecially from industry sector has been low compared

with the overall energy consumption. The reasons are
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the same as for the other CEE countries which have

been orientated towards energy intensive industries

such as mining and metallurgy, and where energy pric-

es have been prevailing low, an extensive research of

the country�s technology needs, conducted by the UNDP

under the UNFCCC, shows. The ratio however varies

very significantly with the sector, from as low as 7% for

building materials and paper and pulp, to as high as 81%

for metallurgy.

The expansion of the industrial sector, especially dur-

ing the communist regime, brought economic and social

progress, representing the only redemption of the coun-

try from backwardness and towards the building of a

modern aspect, a research by the Albanian Epoka Uni-

versity found out.

�The period 1949-�61 was marked by the pact with the

Soviet Union. The Russian geopolitical interests were

conciliated with the need of progress of Albania. The

relationship was based also on mutual trade exchange.

The Soviet Union imported from Albania mineral prod-

ucts (chromium and copper). The cooperation also af-

fected the state planning and management of resources

and investment, in fact in Albania as in Russia were

adopted the five-year plans. The 5th plan (1970-75):

aimed exclusively at large metallurgical complex in El-

basan�, the study concludes.

The metallurgical complex of Elbasan
Elbasan is one of the most important cities of Alba-

nia. It is located in the center of the national territory

and is an important crossroads, for national and inter-

national transport connection. It is situated 50 km away

from Tirana. After the Second World War the city had

important progress in the economy and urban develop-

ment. A lot of new industries were established as food

and construction factories, and an important invest-

ment was done in the so called �black metallurgy�, that

transformed forever the character and economy of the

city.

�Therefore, inspired from the visit of Chinese leader

Cu En Lai in 1964, during the Fifth Congress of the

Party of Labor of Albania, the communist leader (Enver

Hoxha) promoted the erection of the metallurgical com-

plex of Elbasan as the most important industrial com-

plex throughout the country, part of the fourth 5-years

plan (1966-1970). He stated that the giant of Albanian

industry would change the fate of the country through a

fast and prosperous economic growth, thanks to the

financial and technical support of the Chinese friend-

ship. So he affirmed that would represent for the Alba-

nians the �second liberation� of the country after that

one of the Second World War�, the University research-

ers add.

The metallurgical complex of Elbasan was promoted

from the communist regime to build one of the most im-

portant industrial sites, although being one of the most

ancient cities in country. To cope with the huge planned

production 520 buildings were constructed, including

plants, factories and an important transport network in-

side with railway, cable car and street infrastructure.

Construction started in 1965 with the establishment of

the steel rolling mill plant, in cooperation with the Chi-

nese government. Further on, there were put into use

the cement fabric, coke plant, almery, pig-iron, steel; and

lastly the nickel-cobalt and the ferro-chrome plants.

Development and structure of the com-
plex

The great aim of the fourth and fifth plan was to bring

the metallurgic complex to a capacity of processing 800

thousand tons of iron-nickel ore a year and production of

250 thousand tons of steel, sheet metal of various di-

mensions, water, oil, gas conduit tubes, iron-nickel and

cast iron for the foundries. This huge complex was

planned not only to be self-sufficient but to serve the

whole industry in the country.

The whole area of industrial plant occupies a large area

of about half of the size (about 460 sq. km) of the local

government territory (about 1200 sq. km). After the fall of

the communist regime, a considerable part of the indus-

trial warehouses went out of function, broke down or

were left without any investment. Today and after the

process of privatization (started in 1992) some parts of

the complex are reused for industrial purposes, other

parts are abandoned. Certain organizations in the coun-

try intend to evaluate the importance of the industrial

heritage in one of the most important industrial cities of

Albania in order to promote and to sensitize the institu-

tions and the population about the importance of such

areas not only historical but also social and economic.

�In fact about 12 000 people have worked and passed a

considerable time of their life at the site of Elbasan�, Epo-

ka scientists confirm.

The following list presents the most important plants

located in the metallurgical complex of Elbasan:
l Mechanical Factory (since 1974).
l Medium Foliation Factory (since 1966).
l Fine Foliation Factory (since 1974).
l Wire Factory.
l Main Electrical Substation.
l Steel lamination Factory (since 1965).
l TEC (power plant).
l Factory 12 (produced agglomerate and Ni concentrate).
l Furnaces.
l Coke Factory (since 1984).
l Nickel-cobalt Factory (since 1981-1997).
l Carbonaceous materials Factory (since 1976).
l Refractory materials Factory (since 1981).
l Ferro-chrome Factory (since 1988).
l Sponge Factory.
l Remount (part of Mechanical Factory).
l Lime Factory.

Balfin Group and AlbChrome
Balkan Finance Investment Group is one of the larg-

est private investment groups in Albania and the Bal-

kans. It owns some of the largest companies in Alba-

nia. In 2013 Balfin Group acquired 100% of the shares

of ACR Holding, which is now called AlbChrome. Alb-

Chrome is the leader in the mining and metallurgy in-

dustry in Albania, the Balkans and the second largest

in Europe. For more than 15 years now, the company

constitutes one of the largest European chrome rich

resource management companies. Assets of the com-

pany are: chrome ore mines, metallurgic plants, pro-

cessing and enrichment factories, chrome concentrate

factory, and other mining and metallurgy infrastructure

elements, as a big part of the heavy industry facilities

in Albania. The final worldwide traded product is ferro-

chrome high carbon and also chromite ore. Ferro-

chrome high carbon is produced in the plant of Elbasan

which operates with two furnaces.

Albchrome shpk, was first founded in the beginning of

1991, when, with the fall of the communist regime, the

path for private business and professional development

of the industry in Albania, was opened and free. In 2000

important concessionary assets like mines, smelters,

enrichment plants, concentrate factories etc, all part of a

major chrome industry infrastructure in Albania, were giv-
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SEE NEWS

EIB invests in the diversification
of energy supply in South-Eastern

Europe

The European Investment Bank (EIB) announced
it would provide a EUR 110 mln loan for the con-
struction of a gas systems interconnection facility
between Bulgaria and Greece (ICGB). The new in-
frastructure will also serve as a link with the Trans
Adriatic Gas Pipeline (TAP), which runs from east to
west through northern Greece. The project is sup-
ported and co-financed by the European Union.

„This will contribute to the diversification of en-
ergy supply in Bulgaria and South-Eastern Europe.
It is part of a wider plan to better connect energy
markets among neighbouring countries – including
Romania and Hungary – with the aim of improving
the security of gas supplies in the region and the
efficiency of the networks“, the Bank disclosed in a
press release.

The 182 km-long gas pipeline consists of a 151-
km section in Bulgaria and 31 km in Greece. „The
initial capacity of the new pipeline will be 3 billion
cubic metres per year (bcm/y), with it being possible
to increase this to 5 bcm/y by adding a compressor
station“, the official announcement further revealed.

The 14th water fair in Budva
showcased the latest

technologies in the field

The 14th edition of the Water, supply systems
and sanitary technologies fair, organized by the
Adriatic Fair Budva, was held from September 25th
to 29th 2019 in Montenegro. The event took place
together with its traditional parallel forums - the
41st Civil engineering fair and the 7th Energy fair in
Budva. „The combination of these events repre-
sents an opportunity for exhibitors to use benefits
of the synergy of fair platforms“, the organizers said.

The water fair once again presented the latest
novelties in the field of equipment for hydro-techni-
cal facilities: water supply, canalization, purifying,
flood and erosion protection, equipment manufac-
turers, devices, apparatus and instruments for con-
trol of water and wastewater quality; drainage and
wastewater treatment. The forum was attended by
municipal services and water utilities, scientific and
professional organizations, universities and institutes.
It presented many innovative projects and invest-
ments in the field of water supply. The accompany-
ing program included thematic presentations, pro-
motions, roundtables and panel discussions.

Photo: EIB

Photo: Adriatic Fair Budva

en to a private company by the Parliament of Albania, by

means of a concessionary agreement.

This company, at the time called DARFO, worked and

exploited these concessionary assets till 2007 when

an Austrian-Russian group took over the concession

and formed a new company called ACR (Albanian

Chrome), which signed the beginning of the technolog-

ic and industrial development of all the assets of this

concession. This way, under the Austrian and Russian

industrial expertise, two out of three furnaces installed

in Elbasan ferro�chrome plant were refurbished and

their technology was changed to provide for a higher

performance and production. The Bulqiza mine also

experienced a reconstruction of the whole exploitation

scheme. Important investments were done for security,

exploration and ore processing fields, making the com-

pany more efficient.

The report �Technology Needs Assessment for Alba-

nia�, conducted by the UNDP under the UNFCCC, stud-

ies other metal production activities in Albania.

Chromium production
Albania is one of the richest countries in chrome min-

eral sources. Quantities of 1 million tons of minerals

per year have been exported. During the 70�s besides

utilization of these minerals, there was built up a strong

metallurgical industry through the production of ferro-

chromium, firstly in Burrel and after that in Elbasan. In

1994 the Burreli metallurgy started the reconstruction

of one of its melting furnaces, passing from the closed

type to the opened one, intending the elaboration of

the poor minerals, which in the same time decreases

the possibility of an explosion and doesn�t have rigor-

ous requests for the granular content of the first stuff.

Although, the use of the opened furnaces causes less

control of gas emissions from the melting zone. After

2000 the Italian company DARFO rendered the control

to the mining and the industry of chromium production.

Iron and steel
In Albania the iron and steel sector is represented by

the production of cast iron and steel. The production of

cast iron began in mechanical factories for their own

needs, following with steel and its production at the met-

allurgy complex in Elbasan in 1976. After 1994 there

have been some oscillations during which the steel pro-

duction started again, using as raw materials mainly

scraps, both gathered in the country and imported ones.

After the year 2000 the Turkish company KURUM hired

the melting furnaces of steel production. In the future it is

predicted to import scraps from the countries of the re-

gion.

Copper production
The production of copper in Albania has longstanding

traditions dating since ancient times from the elabora-

tion of copper minerals. The industrial production has

started in 1943 in Rubik of Mirdita Region (a rich area

with copper mineral). Afterwards in 1960 there was con-

structed the melting plant in Gjegjan of Kukes and then

the melting plant using an electrolyze process in Lac. In

metallurgical plants in Albania today classical methods

are used. From the environmental point of view these

methods bring high emissions of gases like CO2 and SO2

and less CO and NOx. After the 90�s the production of

copper has fallen down continually.

Rubik copper smelter
Rubik is a mining town in the mountainous Mirdite Dis-

trict, Lezhe County, northwest Albania, about 10 km east

of the regional capital city of Lezhe and about 90 km

north of Albania�s capital Tirana. Rubik is located on the

River Fani, approximately 10 km north of it�s confluence

with the River Matit which provides drinking water to lo-

cal inhabitants. About 2500 people live in Rubik.

In the late 1930s the copper smelting plant producing

refined copper products for wiring was built in Rubik. Af-

ter more than 60 years of production the factory was

closed in 1998. During its more productive years, it gen-

erated approximately 30 000 tons of mineral residues

annually which have been deposited in surrounding

area.

Modernization
Since 1991 Albania has initiated a process of modern-

ization and deindustrialization of the sites built during

the communist era without a strategic plan aimed at eco-

nomic conversion and then re-use of these areas, as

during the transition process was difficult to defend the

republic and regulate private interests. During 2000-2001

the respective national institutes of metallurgy, chemis-

try, light industry, wood and mechanical industry agreed

to develop a couple of strategic papers for the develop-

ment of each industry sector under their responsibility.

According to the aforementioned surveys, with the

opening of the Albanian economy towards free market

economy, accompanied by industrial restructuring,

technology, process and management changes, it may

be expected that Albanian energy intensities in physi-

cal output terms will tend to approach the state of the

art values. �This will be a relatively slow process, how-

ever, and it seems unlikely scale of the scenario. The

scenario forecasts, which also attempt to incorporate

changes in product slate within each sector, vary wide-

ly with the sector end use. The strongest changes are

assumed to take place in sectors, which are the most

distant from current state of the art, such as glass and

ceramics, metallurgy, engineering and building materi-

als, where relative changes in energy intensity are in

the order of 50 to 100%�, prospects forecast.

Rich in natural resources, Albania is a part of the Ex-

tractive Industries Transparency Initiative (EITI) in order

to modernise and promote good governance of the ex-

tractive industries. As of 2016, the energy sector contrib-

utes 6% of GDP with USD 805 million government reve-

nues. Its energy sector includes hydrocarbons (crude oil,

natural gas, solid fuels), hydropower and renewable en-

ergy systems (RES), with crude oil being its primary

source. �The mining sector is represented by mostly

chromium and limestone contributing 55% and 31% to

the domestic mining output respectively. At the same

time, Albania is the only EITI implementing country to

expand its EITI scope to hydropower. Domestic mining

output was estimated at USD 214,1 million in 2016 (in-

cluding the value added through mineral processing).

Chromium contributed the largest share with about 74%

of domestic mining output value. Limestone and other

construction minerals represented the second largest

group of minerals after chromium, with 22% of the do-

mestic mining output value�, the country�s profile page at

the EITI platform states.

XVIII Balkan Mineral Enrichment Con-
gress 2019

The XVIII Balkan Mineral Enrichment Congress 2019

which took place in Albania gathered around 200 re-

searchers, professors and academics from the mineral-

mining industry, mining, geology, metallurgy, industrial

chemistry and companies involved in the processing and

enrichment of chromium, copper , iron-nickel, industrial

minerals of Albania, the Balkans and many other coun-

tries from Europe and the wider.

The Balkan Mineral Enrichment Congresses are regu-

larly held every two years in a 45-year history beginning

in November 1973 in Varna, Bulgaria. This is the most

prestigious event in the field of enrichment and process-

ing of minerals on the Balkans. The XVIII Balkan Mineral

Enrichment Congress 2019 was held at the �Premium�

hotel resort Golem-Durres and provided participants and

exhibitors with the opportunity to interact with national

and international companies, institutions and academics

in Balkan and wide-ranging enrichment and processing

of minerals and to present their products and services to

a wide and interested audience.
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New rules in Serbia will ban the use of some energy-

inefficient products including incandescent light bulbs,

Balkan Energy News reported. The new regulation will

enter into force in mid-2020. It was announced at a pan-

el on energy efficiency and proper use of electricity,

which took place earlier this year in Serbia. On July 1

2018, Montenegro also launched a phase-out of incan-

descent bulbs, which will be completed on July 1 2020.

�An incandescent bulb consumes five times more en-

ergy than a neon lamp, and even 10 times more than

a LED bulb, so this decision will have a significant im-

pact on energy efficiency�, said Milos Banjac, assis-

tant energy and mining minister in charge of renew-

able energy sources and energy efficiency. The new

rules will be focused primarily on curbing imports of

energy-inefficient products, Banjac added.

He also announced that a state fund for energy effi-

ciency, which will be intended for citizens, could be

launched by the beginning of next year. The fund will

approve soft loans and grants to citizens for the imple-

mentation of energy efficiency measures.

�The model to be applied for building renovation will

be a combination of credit lines from banks and grants

from the fund, and for the purchase of energy efficient

products, citizens will get vouchers�, the assistant min-

Incandescent light bulbs to get banned in
Serbia in 2020
ister further informed. He added that the founding of

the State Energy Efficiency Fund by the end of this

year, which is one of the conditions for obtaining addi-

tional funds from the European Union.

�We plan to have about EUR 30 million in the fund.

At the moment, there�s about EUR 10 million, and we

will receive an additional 10 from the EU. These funds

will be directed towards the citizens, unlike the current

budget funds of about EUR 1,5 million, which were

directed towards local self-governments and their re-

habilitation projects for schools, hospitals, kindergar-

tens�, Banjac also disclosed and noted that this fund

could become active as soon as early 2020.

He reminded that energy consumption in residential

buildings in Serbia was three times higher than in Eu-

rope (160 kWh per square meter, compared to 50

kWh), but also that companies were introducing an

energy management system that entails the sending

of annual reports by large consumers to the ministry

on their energy savings.

�Citizens can reduce their electricity bills by 10% to

15% by changing the way they use electricity and by

using more energy-efficient devices�, Radovan Stan-

ic, head of electricity supply at state power utility Elek-

troprivreda Srbije (EPS), stated. He noted that from

July citizens will start receiving electricity bills that will

include a new energy efficiency fee.

�It will be charged RSD 0,015 (EUR 0,000127) per

kWh, which means that for an average monthly con-

sumption of 400 kWh, the total fee amount will be RSD

6�, Stanic said.

�The ministry is drafting a strategy for energy effi-

ciency in the building sector, which will include instruc-

tions for building renovation. This document should be

presented to the public in six months to a year�, com-

mented Jelena Vukanovic, an energy efficiency ex-

pert at the Ministry of Construction, Transportation and

Infrastructure.

The Bumatech Bursa Machine Technologies Fair

2019 will take place between November 28 and De-

cember 1 2019 in the Tuyap Bursa International Fair

and Congress Center.

The event, which is the biggest fair in the region, will

bring together all parties of the Turkish machine build-

ing industry.

Bumatech is a platform aimed to gather all the stake-

holders of metal and sheet metal processing technol-

ogies and automation sectors under the same roof.

This year it will once again become the meeting point

of the Turkish machinery manufacturing industry.

In 2018 the forum hosted 346 exhibitor companies

and company representatives from 20 countries who

met in a 40 thousand sq. m indoor area composed of

7 different halls. The fair attracted attention as the end-

point where the latest technology meets the visitors by

gathering the industries that guide the development of

the overall industry under the same roof. The previous

edition of the event attracted a total of 42 116 visitors

coming from 68 different countries.

Technology and exhibitor scope
Also known as the �fairs for machines making ma-

chines�, Bursa Machine Technologies Fair (Bumatech)

has already taken its place on the agenda of industry

professionals. From CNC machines to machine tools,

from sheet metal processing machines to measure-

ment control systems, from robots collaborating with

humans to new generation software and automation,

a vast range of products will be on display at the Bur-

sa Machine Technologies Fairs.

Next generation of machine technologies at
Bumatech Bursa

The event will present the latest

novelties in the following product

groups: machine tools for metal,

sheet metal technologies; tools

and turning lathes; drills, holders,

cutting tools; press brakes, saws,

profile bending machinery; laser

cutting, plasma cutting, corner

notching, profile bending machin-

ery; eccentric and hydraulic press-

es; machine elements; gear, side

industrial equipment and supplies;

factory hardware; machine shop

equipment; cranes, stacking stor-

age system and equipment.

The show will also present inno-

vative technologies in the fields of:

automation systems and software;

CAD/CAM; quality control, measurement; hydraulic

and pneumatic systems; compressors; welding, cut-

ting technology and machinery; technical hardware

and tools; crude substances and chemicals, lubricat-

ing oils, cooling fluids and oils.

The exhibitors profile includes: machine industry

companies, manufacturing industry, electric and elec-

tronic manufacturers, automotive industry companies,

iron and steel manufacturers, mould manufacturers,

automation companies, technical hardware and tools

manufacturers, etc.

Business opportunities
�The business activities at the exhibition will make

important contributions to our country. Bursa exhibi-

tions among all exhibitions in Turkey has become the

number one organization of our country in terms of

producer participation�, Ilhan Ersozlu, General Man-

ager of Tuyap Bursa Fairs Organization said.

Business connections to be established throughout

the Bumatech Bursa Machine Technologies Fair will

not only provide the participant firms with huge oppor-

tunities for getting into new markets but also bring ad-

vantages for employment. One-on-one business

meetings will be organized with the participation of

more than 300 business people within the scope of 3

separate projects related to the machinery, aerospace

defence and railing systems industry, organizers add.

Photos: Tuyap
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The CoLLaboratE project, implemented by 14 part-

ners, including universities, research institutes, SMEs
and industries, has received funding from the Europe-

an Union�s Horizon 2020 research and innovation pro-
gramme. CoLLaboratE aims to revolutionize the way
industrial robots learn to cooperate with human work-

ers for performing new manufacturing tasks, with a
special focus on the challenging area of assembly op-

erations. The envisioned system for collaborative as-
sembly will be capable of allocating human and robot-
ic resources for executing the production plan sharing

the tasks according to the capabilities of the available
actors. The proposed solution will be evaluated in four

different pilot sites, which will be implemented as col-
laborative factory floors of the industrial partners in It-
aly, Slovenia, Turkey and Romania.

According to the project summary, traditional manu-
facturing systems lack the necessary flexibility and re-

configurability that can allow short production cycles
and fast deployment of the updated system. �Although
the use of automation technologies based on industri-

al robots can increase the adaptability of a production
line, the desired flexibility cannot be achieved until abil-

ities for genuine collaboration of the robots with the
human workers are developed�, the initiative goals
overview further explains.

Key collaboration skills

Key collaboration skills are aimed to be established
through the project implementation. Among them are:
adaptive robot control in collaborative tasks with phys-

ically coupled actors; collaborative behaviour primi-
tives; human touch recognition and classification; de-

tection of human intentions for AGVs and professional
gesture recognition.

The project also aims to develop instruments for
smart learning of collaborative assembly tasks
through: learning from human demonstration (visual

and/or kinaesthetic); autonomous assembly policy
learning and policy improvement; and multimodal

learning of assembly tasks.
Another priority field is the human monitoring and

safety. It is planned to be achieved through: dynamic

active constraints construction and enforcements for
human safety during HRC and monitoring the ergo-

nomic performance of the operator.
The CoLLaboratE project also includes developing

human-robot collaboration planning system and re-

configurability solution. This will be performed by: effi-
cient production planning optimising the utilisation of

human and robotic resources and fast adaptation of
co-production cell through reconfigurable hardware
design.

The CoLLaboratE project will build upon state-of-the-
art methods for teaching the robot assembly tasks us-

ing human demonstration, extending them to facilitate
genuine human-robot collaboration. To this end, a
framework for equipping the robots and AGV mobile

platforms with basic collaboration skills, such as load
sharing, human touch recognition and human inten-

tion detection will also be developed, coupled with
deep reinforcement learning algorithms for increasing
adaptability. Special attention will be paid to providing

effective safety strategies allowing the use of a fence-
less approach within the production cell. As a result,

closer collaboration will be achievable and efficient
production plans making optimal use of the available
resources will be designed and executed, the project

documentation also says.

The CoLLaboratE project aims to revolutionize
the way humans and robots cooperate

Audience, scientific and technical ob-

jectives
The target users for the CoLLaboratE system are

manufacturing industries in need of flexible and afford-

able automation systems to boost their global compet-
itiveness. �Successful completion of CoLLaboratE will

allow SMEs and large manufacturing companies in
Europe to easily program assembly tasks and flexibly
adapt to changes in the production pipeline. Such

ease of use and rapid integration time of robotic as-
sembly systems is expected to pave the way for step

change in the adoption of not only collaborative ro-
bots, but a complete collaborative environment pro-

vided by the CoLLaboratE solution�, the initiative over-
view further explains.

In order for CoLLaboratE to successfully realize its

vision several prerequisites are set in the form of ma-
jor scientific and technological objectives throughout

the project duration. These are summarized in the fol-
lowing points:
l to equip the robotic agents with basic collaboration

skills easily adaptable to specific tasks;
l to develop a framework that enables non-experts

teaching human-robot collaborative tasks from dem-
onstration;

l the development of technologies that will enable au-

tonomous assembly policy learning and policy im-
provement;

l to develop advanced safety strategies allowing ef-
fective human robot cooperation with no barriers and
ergonomic performance monitoring;

l to develop techniques for controlling the production
line while making optimal use of the resources by

generating efficient production plans, employing re-
configurable hardware design, and utilizing AGVs
with increased autonomy;

l to investigate the impact of Human-Robot Collabo-
ration to the workers� job satisfaction, as well as test

easily applicable interventions in order to increase
trust, satisfaction and performance;

l to validate CoLLaboratE system�s ability to facilitate

genuine collaboration between robots and humans.
A several practical use cases are planned within the

project implementation. These include: performing car
starter assembly, windshield visual quality check, per-
forming LCD TV assembly and aerospace structure riv-

eting. There will be presented the following challenges:
demonstrating the task to the robot (visually, kinestheti-

cally) until the robot has learned to execute it autono-

mously; teaching the robot to assist the worker in han-
dling large, heavy and fragile parts; setting up collabo-
ration for parallel operations of a human and a robot on

the same assembly; and reducing physical effort and
avoiding non-ergonomic positions with human-robot col-

laboration in difficult-to-automate procedures.

CoLLaboratE in the workshop for the fu-

ture of industrial collaborative robots
The CoLLaboratE project was invited by the Euro-

pean Commission to participate in the �Workshop on
the Future of Industrial collaborative Robotics�. Fotis

Dimeas from AUTH represented the project and pre-
sented an overview of its vision. He then had the
chance to discuss with the participants the challenges

in physical human-robot interaction for industrial appli-
cations.

This workshop was part of a study of EC to assess
the impacts of H2020 projects in Robotics. The results
were reported this September at the European Re-

search and Innovation Days. Besides CoLLaboratE,
the following sister projects participated that share

some common objectives: Coroma, Sharework, Sher-
lock, Thomas, Rossini, HR-Recycler, Symbiotic.

CoLLaboratE in the European Robotics
Forum 2019

CoLLaboratE project presented the workshop �Col-
laborative robots for industrial and professional ser-
vice tasks� on 20 March, Bucharest, Romania during

the European Robotics Forum 2019.
The workshop was aimed to bring together different

fields of science to aid in the application area of col-
laborative robot programming. The focus was on chal-
lenges faced by human-robot collaboration in both

manufacturing and service industries. �Along these
lines, the CoLLaboratE project aims to revolutionize

the way industrial robots learn to cooperate with hu-
man workers for performing new manufacturing tasks,
with a special focus on the challenging area of assem-

bly operations�, the participants explained.
The following topics were discussed during the work-

shop: enabling technologies for teaching collaborative
robots; challenges in human robot collaborative use-
cases; self-learning and adaptation capabilities of ro-

bots in collaborative scenarios; role assignment in hu-
man-robot collaboration.
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The Bank for Reconstruction and Development

(EBRD) announced its plans to provide an EUR 5 million

loan to one of the leading metal processing and con-

struction companies in North Macedonia Aktiva. It will

allow the successful SME Aktiva to upgrade its produc-

tion and coating facilities. The funds are aimed to sup-

port the manufacturer�s expansion into supplying inter-

national companies with metal fabricated parts. Thanks

to the investment the leading metal fabricated parts pro-

ducer will become more competitive on the local and

foreign market.

�The loan will be used to complete Aktiva�s EUR 10

million investment programme in upgrading production

and coating capacity, including the installation of a new

KTL (electro) coating line. It will support the company in

becoming one of the leading regional �one-stop shop�

metal engineering and processing companies. The

project aims to help the company grow its metal pro-

cessing segment and increase the export share of this

business segment�, the EBRD said in a press release.

Founded in 1999 in Stip, North Macedonia, Aktiva is a

diversified company with high reputation and undeniable

legitimacy in the metal industry, encompassing the ser-

vices of design, construction and supervision of all types

of buildings, production of steel constructions and pro-

duction of metal components for automotive industry,

railway and other industrial equipment. Aktiva provides

metal fabrication services, as well as engineering, su-

pervision and construction services for steel construc-

tion facilities.

Starting with mini-technologies and several employees

in the course of its operations adjustments to the mod-

ern dynamic flows to achieve further development and

market needs, allowing strong growth and grew into a

top production capacity in the metal industry including

The metal fabricated parts maker in North
Macedonia Aktiva expands production

all elements of the craft-final work, as well as production

of the necessary process technology equipment, the

company�s corporate website says.

During its twenty years of existence Aktiva succeed-

ed to be distinguished on the market as a brand that is

a synonym for quality and on-time construction and

from 2014 till now as a trusted and reliable supplier of

metal components for companies from the automotive

and metal industry. In 2014 Aktiva Automotive was es-

tablished as a manufacturer of body and chassis com-

ponent parts supplies products and services with su-

perior quality on schedule and at competitive price.

2017 was finished with extension of the existing pro-

duction plant and capacity duplication of work and em-

ployers.

Since entering the metal fabricated parts market in

2014, in cooperation with the Belgian bus producer Van

Hool � one of the biggest foreign direct investors in North

Macedonia, Aktiva has also started producing metal fab-

ricated products for other international companies includ-

ing Fast and ThyssenKrupp.

�In line with the EBRD�s recently approved Country

Strategy for North Macedonia, this financing supports

and enhances value chain linkages in the private sector.

The upgrade is planned at a time when growing num-

bers of large international companies are outsourcing

and partnering with strategic reliable suppliers in South-

eastern Europe, which can provide quality, flexible and

competitive production as well as quick logistics�, the

Bank added.

To date the EBRD has invested nearly EUR 1,9 billion

in 117 projects in North Macedonia, with a focus on sup-

porting the country�s integration into regional and global

markets.

The Government of Sweden will invest additional 1,2

million KM (Bosnian Convertible Marks) in the accelera-

tion of energy management setting up in Bosnia and

Herzegovina, UNDP (United Nations Development Pro-

gramme) reported. The finance is provided under the

Green Economic Development Project implemented by

UNDP. The project aims to create favourable conditions

for investments in energy efficiency projects, increase

the number of green jobs, and contribute to environmen-

tal protection and economic development of Bosnia and

Herzegovina. The GED Project is implemented in part-

nership with the Ministry of Foreign Trade and Econom-

ic Relations of BiH, entities environmental funds, entity

ministries of spatial planning, cantonal ministries, mu-

nicipalities and other partners.

The Financing Agreement was signed by Marie Berg-

strom, Head of the Development Cooperation at the Em-

bassy of Sweden in BiH, and Sukhrob Khoshmukhame-

dov, UNDP Deputy Resident Representative in BiH.

UNDP�s Green Economic Development (GED) Project,

financed by the Government of Sweden, will accelerate

the process of setting up the Energy Management Sys-

tem and Energy Efficiency Information System on the

state level. By improving energy management in public

buildings in the country, public expenditures for energy

will be reduced and greenhouse gas emissions con-

trolled, the official press release further discloses.

Sweden supports an UNDP energy
management project in Bosnia and Herzegovina

�Different environmental problems are associated with

increased energy consumption such as air pollution, wa-

ter pollution, climate change. I am pleased that we are

continuing our support to Bosnia and Herzegovina au-

thorities to set up, monitor and manage energy con-

sumption in the public sector in order to reduce carbon

emissions�, pointed out Marie Bergstrom Head of Devel-

opment Cooperation at the Embassy of Sweden.

�I am thankful to the Government of Sweden and

UNDP for continued support and cooperation by foster-

ing our efforts in the area of energy efficiency and envi-

ronment protection. Our Ministry is committed to fully

apply a systematic approach to management of energy

consumption and institutionalization of energy manage-

ment in public sector buildings to meet commitments re-

sulting from the Energy Community Treaty�, Minister Sa-

rovic added.

Monitoring and reporting on energy and water con-

sumption in the public sector is fundamental to identify

areas of improvement, create plans for future invest-

ments to lower maintenance costs for public buildings,

secure budgetary savings and create green jobs for do-

mestic workforce.

Through the next 18 months, over 80 energy manag-

ers and associates from state level public buildings and

institutions will be trained, two energy managers and one

coordinator will be employed within MOFTER and Ser-

vice for common affair of the Institutions of BiH for the

purpose of establishing energy management system,

energy monitoring and IT equipment purchased and in-

stalled, and energy efficiency plans prepared for 40 pub-

lic buildings owned or used by state government institu-

tions, UNDP informs.

�With the additional funding, Bosnia and Herzegovina

will be the first country in the region to implement the

overall energy management system for public buildings

at the state level. This also includes setting up neces-

sary metering equipment for automatic monitoring of en-

ergy and water consumption and reporting�, the UNDP

Deputy Resident Representative in BiH, Sukhrob Khosh-

mukhamedov stated.

Photo: UNDP in Bosnia and Herzegovina

Photos: Aktiva
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The largest ferronickel producing company in Koso-

vo NewCo Ferronikeli (NFN) will receive an invest-

ment worth EUR 25 million from the European Bank

for Reconstruction and Development (EBRD), the

Bank officially announced. The funds are aimed to

support the energy efficiency and operational efficien-

cy optimization of the manufacturer.

�The financing will increase NFN�s competitiveness

through efficiency measures such as the installation

of an ore dryer, which will reduce both the length of

time in the ore smelting process and the emission of

particulates.

Implementing higher environmental standards and

energy efficient investments will see the company�s

greenhouse gas emissions decrease by an expected

38 615 tonnes of CO2 per year. The new measures

set NFN out as a leader in the sector by demonstrat-

ing how modernisation measures can contribute to a

sustainable future for mining companies�, the EBRD

said in a press release.

NFN today is Kosovo�s largest exporter. It was es-

tablished in 1989 and privatised in 2006. The compa-

ny produces and exports about 7000 tonnes of high

quality nickel annually. It is one of the largest private

employers in the country. NFN is majority-owned by

Balfin, the largest private conglomerate group in Alba-

nia.

�NewCo Ferronikeli is a significant strategic asset to

the Republic of Kosovo with great importance to the

larger economy. The complex includes a nickel pro-

duction plant as well as potentially rich mineral depos-

its beneath the surrounding landscape. Indications of

the existence of nickel ores in Kosovo had already

been discovered in 1958. The nickel ore deposits in

the Kosovo are of oxide laterite type�, the company

said.

The NewCo Ferronikeli plant is a two-line plant it

also has two electrical furnaces and two rotary kilns. It

was built in 1984 with certain elements such as the

electric furnaces, rotary kilns and casting machines

based on Western designs.

The nickel ore is supplied to the plant from NewCo

Ferronikeli�s own mines � Cikatovo and Gllavica mines

or from Albania and other countries. Each process line

consists of a rotary kiln, a smelter and an oxygen con-

verter.

Largest ferronickel producing company in
Kosovo receives EBRD funding

�The laterite oxide then undergoes specific prepara-

tion in hammer crushers. This is followed by homoge-

nization and the blending of the ore with lignite to fur-

ther prepare it for processing. The blended materials

are then placed in the rotary kilns, where reduction

and calcinations take place. From the rotary kilns, the

ore is moved into the electric reduction furnaces,

where approximately 50% of the sulphur in the iron/

nickel alloy is removed. The remaining sulphur is re-

moved from the liquid metal in the oxygen converters,

and the iron/nickel alloy is then cast into ferronickel

granules�, NFN explains the manufacturing process.

Balfin Group acquired the NewCo Ferronikeli com-

plex in Drenas in July 2018. It is now moving forward

expediently in resuming production at the plant and is

in full force ahead to re-establish NewCo Ferronikeli

as a leading global producer and exporter of ferro-

nickel.

�Balfin is proud to continue our long history of work-

ing with EBRD. We have now collaborated with EBRD

in all of our key countries. The investments that we

are doing in Ferronikeli will ensure that it remains a

competitive nickel producer in the global economy and

continues to provide substantial employment in Koso-

vo�, Samir Mane, founder and owner of Balfin, point-

ed out.

�The EBRD is very pleased to support Balfin�s stra-

tegic investment to revive Ferronikeli, which is impor-

tant for both Kosovo and the local community. The

EBRD finance will help reduce energy costs and im-

prove the quality of production, which should enable

Ferronikeli to become a competitive exporter�, Eric

Rasmussen, EBRD Director of Natural Resources,

said.

The EBRD has invested over EUR 395 million in

Kosovo through 65 projects since it began operations

in the country in 2012. Supporting competitive devel-

opment of the private sector and enhancing energy

security and sustainability are key priorities for the

EBRD in Kosovo.

Photos: NewCo Ferronikeli
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